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Abstract

Numerical simulations of hypervelocity impact events provide a unique method of analyzing
the mechanics that govern impact crater formation. This thesis describes modifications that
were made to the impact Simplified Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (iSALE) shock-physics
code in order to more accurately simulate meteorite impacts into layered target sequences and
details several applications that were investigated using this improved strength model.
Meteorite impacts occur frequently in layered targets but resolving thin layers in the target
sequence is computationally expensive and therefore not often considered in numerical
simulations. To address this limitation iSALE was modified to include an anisotropic yield
criterion and rotation scheme to simulate the effect of thin, weak layers interspersed in the
target. A comparison of ~4000 impact simulations shows that this method reduces
computational cost while replicating the morphology of the craters formed in the highresolution simulations with multiple weak layers modelled in the target geometry. Simulating
layering via material anisotropy tends to increase the diameter and reduce the depth of the
crater relative to a crater formed in an unlayered, isotropic target. In agreement with field
observations at the Haughton and Ries impact structures, layering also appears to be partially
responsible for suppressing central uplift formation during crater modification.
Comparisons of terrestrial impact structures suggest those that formed in sedimentary or mixed
targets tend to have a smaller depth-diameter ratio relative to craters formed in purely
crystalline targets. Furthermore, several complex craters that formed in relatively thick
sedimentary sequences (e.g., Haughton, Ries, Zhamanshin) do not have a central peak. An
additional suite of ~60 simulations of impacts into mixed sedimentary-crystalline targets were
created to further study the influence of the sedimentary layer on crater formation. A thick
sedimentary layer changes the cratering flow field; the enhanced lateral motion of the
weakened sedimentary material results in a crater that has a greater final diameter and reduced
final depth relative to a crater formed in a purely crystalline target. Stratigraphic uplift tends
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to increase with in thicker sedimentary targets, but the most uplifted material tends to be found
at further radial distances from the point of impact.
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Summary for Lay Audience

In computer simulations of meteorite impacts, the target is often simplified by removing details
such as layering that may be present. Planetary bodies, such as Earth, the Moon, and Mars, are
rarely so simple. This thesis highlights additions to numerical models of impact crater
formation so that the target sequence can be more accurately represented.
We first introduce an efficient method of simulating the inclusion of layers within the target.
This new method, which treats the target as an anisotropic material (i.e., the strength of the
target can be defined separately for different directions), accurately simulates the inclusion of
weak layers in the target without the need to explicitly define these layers. Since the minimum
thickness of target layers is dependent on the resolution of the models, the inclusion of an
anisotropic model to replace these layers can significantly reduce the computational burden
required to model layered targets. Using this new model, we address some of outstanding
questions regarding complex crater (i.e., large craters, >5‐km diameter on Earth) formation in
targets with thick sedimentary layers. Specifically, we examine the apparent suppression that
layering causes on the uplift of the crater floor, known as the central uplift, and show that
including layering in the model tends to produce a greater diameter and shallower crater
relative to an unlayered target.
We then examine the role of layering in mixed targets (targets with layered sedimentary
material overlying uniform crystalline material) on complex crater formation. It was found that
increasing the thickness of the sedimentary layer tends to increase lateral motion (i.e., radially
outward, and then back inwards) of the sediments and reduce vertical motion of the crystalline
material during crater formation. Thicker sedimentary layers result in a crater with greater
diameter and reduced depth and tend to restrict the formation of central uplifts. Lastly, we track
tracer particles (markers that flow with material during the simulation, but do not affect the
motion of the material) within the simulation to show that thick sedimentary targets result in
greater uplift of material in the target at further radial distances from the point of impact.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

The overall goal of this thesis is to better understand the processes that govern impact crater
formation in layered and mixed targets. While the model describing impact crater
formation in uniform crystalline targets has been well established through numerous
decades of scientific research, the mechanics governing crater formation in mixed
crystalline-sedimentary targets are not as well constrained. The lack of a well-defined
model is problematic because the observational cratering record on Earth, Moon, and Mars
show that many impact craters on the rocky bodies in our Solar System did not form in a
uniform, crystalline target. In addition, results of geological studies of terrestrial impact
craters highlight fundamental morphological differences that exist between similarly sized
craters formed in different target types, suggesting that the mechanisms governing crater
formation in mixed versus purely crystalline targets differ. Unfortunately, the terrestrial
cratering record is limited, and the use of remote sensing technology to reconstruct the
initial moments following a meteorite impact on other rocky bodies can be problematic.
Recent advancements in numerical modeling techniques have enabled researchers to
simulate hypervelocity impacts into a variety of target geometries and with numerous
environmental conditions. However, these modeling efforts often invoke necessary
assumptions and approximations in order to simplify the problem to a more feasible scope.
One such assumption used in previous projects modelling impact crater formation has been
to treat sedimentary material as uniform and isotropic. Sedimentary rock is itself layered,
and in many cases layers within a sedimentary sequence have different rheological
properties. Thus, to fully quantify the effect of a sedimentary sequence on impacts into
mixed targets, a more accurate description of the sedimentary layer should first be
developed.
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1.1

The Impact Cratering Process

Impact cratering is a fundamental geological process that affects all planetary bodies in our
Solar System with a rocky or icy surface. On several of these planets and moons (excluding
the Earth as erosion, volcanic resurfacing, and plate tectonics have erased much of the
cratering record), impact craters are the most common geological landforms visible on the
surface. Through the impact process, material originating in the subsurface is ejected away
from the point of impact, forming an ejecta blanket that may surround the crater.
Depending on the size of the impact event, rocks may be uplifted from depth and exposed
at the surface in the centre of the crater within the central uplift. Thus, through these indirect
methods impact craters provide a unique method to observe planetary interiors.
Although impact craters form through a continuous process, the impact event is generally
described as occurring in three discrete stages: the contact and compression stage, the
excavation stage, and the modification stage (e.g., Gault et al. 1968; Dence et al. 1977;
chapters 4, 5, and 8 in Melosh 1989; chapters 3, 4, and 5 in Osinski and Pierazzo 2012;
Fig. 1.1). The period immediately following the contact of the impactor with the surface of
the planetary body, until the impactor has penetrated roughly its own diameter into the
target, is referred to as the contact and compression stage (e.g., Kieffer and Simonds 1980;
Melosh 1989; Melosh 2012). Following this is the excavation stage during which a
hemispherical depression, called the transient cavity, is formed and expands radially
downward and outward from the point of impact (Melosh 1989; Osinski et al. 2012). It is
also during this stage that the ejecta curtain, formed by ballistic material launched outward
and upward from the point of impact, begins moving radially away from the transient cavity
before emplacement outside of the crater rim. The final stage of crater formation is named
the modification stage, which is defined by the inward collapse of the transient cavity due
to gravity (effectively reversing the events of the excavation stage; Melosh 1989;
Kenkmann et al. 2012). The degree to which the transient cavity is modified is largely
dependent on the size of the impactor (and therefore the size of the transient cavity itself)
and the force at which gravity acts to close the cavity. The morphology of the final crater
is divided into two categories depending on the degree of modification: simple craters and
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complex craters. The final structure of the crater differs significantly for simple and
complex craters (Fig. 1.2).
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Figure 1.1: Cross sections illustrating the impact cratering process. The left panels
show the formation of a simple crater, while the right panels show the formation of a
complex crater. Although the process is continuous, it is often discussed as discrete
stages: the contact and compression, excavation, and modification stages. From
Osinski and Pierazzo (2012).
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the final form of simple craters (left) and complex craters
(right). From Osinski and Pierazzo (2012).
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During the impact process, a significant amount of kinetic energy is deposited into the
target which may drive a hydrothermal system if water or other volatiles are present in the
target (i.e., an impact-generated hydrothermal system; e.g., Naumov 2002). Although
impact-generated hydrothermal systems are a vitally important process to consider in
impact cratering, their duration occurs on timescales far longer than the models we will be
considering (for instance, persisting an estimated tens of thousands of years at the
Haughton impact structure; Fig. 6 in Osinski et al. 2005), and therefore will not be
discussed further in this work.
The following sections will highlight the fundamental physical processes that take place
during each of the three stages of crater formation (assuming the impact occurs vertically
into the target, for simplification and to match the models conducted in later chapters). In
the early stages, extremely high pressure and temperature influence the melting or
vaporization of the projectile and rocks in the near sub-surface. The mechanics of the shock
and release wave also dictate transfer of kinetic energy from the projectile into the target
(to form the transient cavity) and the unloading of the projectile. During the later stages,
the collapse of the transient cavity is largely governed by the force of gravity and the
strength of the target material.

1.1.1

The Contact and Compression Stage

The contact and compression phase takes place as the collision between the projectile and
the surface of the target occurs, until the rarefaction or pressure relief wave passes back
through the projectile and reaches the impactor-target surface (Kieffer and Simonds 1980;
Melosh 1989; Melosh 2012; Fig. 1.3). The duration of this stage is dependent on the
velocity and diameter of the impactor, and is defined for a vertical impact by:
𝜏𝑐𝑐 = 𝐿/𝜈𝑖

(1.1)

where L is the diameter of the projectile and 𝜈𝑖 is the impact velocity (Melosh 2012). This
is approximately the time required for the projectile to penetrate a distance L below the
original free surface. As an example, for a 1 km diameter impactor striking the surface
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nearly vertically at 15 km/s, the duration of the contact and compression phase is
approximately 0.067 s, a small fraction of the entire impact process.
This phase is primarily characterized by high pressure associated with the shock waves,
both within the target and projectile. As the impactor strikes the surface, kinetic energy is
deposited into the surface, and the resultant shock wave propagates radially downward and
outward into the target. At the same instant, shock waves propagate from the targetprojectile surface upwards into the impactor, which serves to compress and decelerate the
projectile. The shock wave in the projectile eventually reach the back of the impactor, at
which time a rarefaction (or pressure release) wave propagates back through the projectile.
This release wave propagates through the projectile and back into the target, trailing the
initial pressure wave. Both the initial pressure wave and the relief wave then expand out
into the target in a hemispherical shape (Melosh 1989; Melosh 2012).
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Figure 1.3: Numerical model highlighting the contact and compression stage. From
Collins et al. (2012).
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To compute the pressure differential as the shock wave passes into the target the Hugoniot
equations are used. These equations represent the conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy prior to the shock front passing, and after the shock front has passed. These are
defined as (Melosh 2012):
𝜌(𝑣 − 𝑣𝑝 ) = 𝜌0 𝑣

(conservation of mass)

𝑃 − 𝑃0 = 𝜌0 𝑣𝑝 𝑣
1

(conservation of momentum)
1

1

𝐼 − 𝐼0 = 2 (𝑃 − 𝑃0 ) (𝜌 − 𝜌) (conservation of energy)
0

(1.2)

where P is the pressure, 𝜌 is the density, 𝑣𝑝 is the particle velocity after the shock wave has
passed, 𝑣 is the velocity of the shock front, and I is the specific internal energy (internal
energy per unit mass). The subscripts refer to quantities prior to the shock front, and the
quantities without a subscript are quantities post-shock. An equation which relates pressure
to the density and specific internal energy of the material, called the equation of state (EoS),
is also required to fully describe the process (e.g., Thompson and Lauson 1972). The EoS
will be discussed further in Section 1.2 when the fundamental components of shock physics
codes are introduced.
As the shock wave passes deeper into the target, the peak pressure experienced by the
material decreases radially from the point of impact. Upon decompression, depending on
the initial shock pressure experienced, the material may undergo mineralogical or physical
changes. High pressure polymorphs (e.g., coesite or stishovite) may emerge from minerals
in the target rocks (e.g., quartz). As the pressure continues to decrease, planar deformation
features appear at the microscopic level in individual crystals of the target material. Shatter
cones, a distinctive conical fracture, are formed at even lower pressures (Grieve and
Therriault 2012). These impactites are vitally important from a geological standpoint
(especially when searching for or confirming new impact sites) but will not be discussed
further in this thesis.
The decompression of the projectile leads to an upward acceleration in the unloaded
projectile and near-surface target material. For material that has been vaporized, there may
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be high velocity gasses which escape the impact site, termed the vapour plume, that may
settle far from the impact site itself or escape the planetary body (e.g., Schulte et al. 2010).
There are also regions under high pressures directly adjacent to the point of contact which
may form high velocity jets of material that has been shocked at extremely high pressures.
These jets can exit the impact site at velocities significantly larger than the impact velocity
itself (Melosh 1989). Jetting has been suggested as a possible source for meteorites if the
velocity of jetted material can exceed the escape velocity of the target planetary body
(Johnson et al. 2015).

1.1.2

The Excavation Stage

Following the contact and compression stage, the impactor has little effect on the remainder
of the process, as it has been unloaded by the pressure release wave and may have been
melted, vaporized, or mixed with a proportionally large volume of target material. The
expanding hemispherical shock and rarefaction waves cause material in the target to move
radially downward and outward from the point of impact (called the ‘excavation flow’),
which continues after the shock wave has passed, leading to an expanding bowl-shaped
cavity termed the transient cavity (e.g., Melosh 1989; Osinski et al. 2012; Fig. 1.4). The
timing of the maximum depth and volume of the transient cavity is largely dependent on
the size of the impact event. For instance, in the simulations discussed throughout this
thesis, the transient cavity reaches its maximum volume ~20 s after impact for a 1.5 km
diameter impactor that forms a 15–25 km diameter complex crater. Material near to the
surface and the point of impact is ejected outside of the expanding transient cavity, forming
the continuous ejecta blanket, while material at greater depth is displaced downward and
radially outward. As the shock wave spreads out though the target, the energy it carries is
dispersed over a greater volume of material, and some dissipates due to energy losses to
the shocked material. The expansion of the transient cavity will continue until the initial
kinetic energy deposited in the target dissipates and is no longer sufficient to move material
against the force of gravity. Once the transient cavity reaches its maximum depth and
diameter, the excavation stage ends, and gravity acts to close the transient cavity (in
complex crater formation) or leads to slumping of crater-fill deposits towards the centre of
the cavity (in simple crater formation). This will be discussed further in Section 1.1.3.
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Figure 1.4: Illustration of the excavation flow field. Also indicated are the regions in
the target that are either excavated or displaced relative to their initial position. The
left panel highlights simple crater formation (small impactor), while the right panel
shows complex crater formation (larger impactor). From Osinski and Pierazzo (2012;
originally modified from Melosh 1989).
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The emplacement of the ejecta blanket is an important event during the excavation stage.
The formation of the impact plume and jetting was discussed briefly during the previous
section, but the development and emplacement of the continuous ejecta blanket generally
occurs during the excavation and modification stages. Ejecta that originates near the point
of impact is ejected beyond the rim of the expanding transient cavity and settles one to two
radii beyond the final crater rim. Material originating close to the point of impact has a
high initial velocity, and therefore settles further from the crater rim compared to material
ejected further from the point of impact, which has a lower exit velocity and does not travel
as far (e.g., Housen and Holsapple 2011). The ejecta blanket is thickest near the crater rim
and begin to thin further from the rim. When no atmosphere is present on the target body,
the ejecta is ballistic (leaves the expanding crater at the same velocity as it falls outside of
the crater); the deposition of this ballistic ejecta is referred to as ballistic sedimentation.
When an atmosphere is present, the emplacement of the ejecta may be non-ballistic due to
atmospheric drag; despite this, observations made on continuous ejecta blankets
surrounding terrestrial craters highlight the significance of ballistic sedimentation during
ejecta emplacement on Earth (e.g., Osinski et al. 2012). For the models conducted in our
studies, we will only briefly discuss proximal ejecta emplacement (i.e., ejecta deposition
at or near the transient cavity rim) as it relates to the collapsing transient cavity rim and
will neglect distal ejecta emplacement.

1.1.3

The Modification Stage

When the excavation flow ceases (i.e., when the kinetic energy remaining in the target is
no longer enough to drive excavation against the strength of the target or gravity), crater
modification begins. It is during this stage that differences emerge between simple and
complex craters. In the simple case, the transient cavity does not undergo significant
collapse (i.e., the gravitational force is not great enough to overcome the strength of the
rock). The floor of the crater is occupied by a breccia lens, which consists of transported
material (either unshocked or highly shocked fragments, or impact melt rock) that has
slumped into the cavity (e.g., Pilkington and Grieve 1992). Underlying the breccia lens is
a highly fractured, highly shocked region of target rock. The crater rim region becomes
uplifted, and the deposition of the proximal ejecta blanket may create an ‘overturned flap’,
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a region in which the pre-impact target stratigraphy remains largely intact but may be
inverted. The left panels in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 highlight the formation of a simple crater;
note the similarities in the shape of the cavity from the excavation stage through to the end
of modification (Melosh 1989; Kenkmann et al. 2012).
In contrast, the morphology of complex craters differs significantly from the morphology
of the transient cavity. The formation of a complex crater is dictated by two competing
flows: the upward flow directly in the centre of the crater, and the inward flow from the
rim region of the transient cavity. The transient cavity is negatively buoyant due to the
excavated and displaced mass. This creates an upward force on the crater floor, causing it
to rise and forming the central uplift. Depending on the scale of the impact, the central peak
that is produced may itself be unstable, leading to further collapse outward across the crater
floor. The outward motion of the collapsing central peak may lead to the formation of peakring craters (e.g., Chicxulub; Morgan et al. 2000) or multi-ring basins (e.g., Orientale;
Johnson et al. 2017). The displaced rock forming the central uplift results in a mass deficit
in the floor of the crater, leading to faulting in the wall and rim region of the transient
cavity. As these processes are occurring near the centre of the crater, material that has been
displaced in the rim region also undergoes inward collapse in a similar way as described
for the simple crater case, leading to crater-fill deposits and impact melt lining the floor of
the cavity. The result of modification for large impact craters is a complex, highly modified
cavity (Figs. 1.1, 1.2; Melosh 1989; Kenkmann 2012).

1.2

Numerical Models

All impact simulations presented in the following chapters were created with the iSALE2D (impact Simplified Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian-2D) shock physics code. iSALE is a
multi-material, multi-rheology shock physics code that is based on the SALE hydrocode
(Amsden et al. 1980; Collins et al. 2004; Wünnemann et al. 2006; Collins et al. 2016).
iSALE includes an elasto-plastic constitutive model, fragmentation models, various EoS,
and the ability to model multiple materials within a given simulation (Melosh et al. 1992;
Ivanov et al. 1997). iSALE also contains improvements to the strength model (refer to
Chapter 2 for details pertaining to the strength model; Collins et al. 2004), the
implementation of a porous compaction model (Wünnemann et al. 2006), and a dilatancy
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model (Collins 2014). In the remainder of this thesis, we will focus exclusively on the 2D,
cylindrically symmetric version of iSALE, although there is also a 3D version of the code
available. The boundary conditions of the simulations throughout this work are set as
follows: the bottom boundary is no-slip, top is outflow, right is outflow, and left is freeslip. The remainder of this section will describe the fundamental components of
hydrocodes, outline the general use of iSALE to model hypervelocity impacts, and lastly
describe the constitutive model in detail.
iSALE and other shock physics codes rely on three fundamental components: Newtons
laws of motion, the EoS, and the constitutive relation. The Newtonian laws of motion
govern the flow of material within cells of the computational mesh. These laws are defined
through a set of differential equations (e.g., Collins 2002):
𝐷𝜌
𝐷𝑡
𝐷𝑣𝑖
𝐷𝑡

𝐷𝐼
𝐷𝑡

𝜕𝑣

+ 𝜌 𝜕𝑥𝑖 = 0
𝑖

1 𝜕𝜎𝑗𝑖

= 𝑓𝑖 + 𝜌

𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝑝 𝜕𝑣

1

= − 𝜌 𝜕𝑥𝑖 + 𝜌 Π𝑖𝑗 𝜖 ′̇𝑖𝑗
𝑖

(conservation of mass)

(conservation of momentum)

(conservation of energy)

(1.3)

where 𝜌 is the material density, 𝑣𝑖 is the velocity, 𝐼 is the specific internal energy, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is
the stress tensor, which is composed of a hydrostatic part, the pressure 𝑝, and a deviatoric
part, Π𝑖𝑗 . 𝑓𝑖 is the external body forces per unit mass, and 𝜖 ′̇𝑖𝑗 is the deviatoric strain rate.
The subscripts in these equations indicate standard indicial notation (i.e., summation over
repeated indices).
The EoS defines pressure as a function of density and internal energy:
𝑝 = 𝑝(𝜌, 𝐼)

(equation of state)

(1.4)

For each material defined in the simulation, a corresponding EoS file is required. The
thermodynamic behavior of each material under extreme temperature and pressure
conditions are described in EoS tables generated through the analytic EoS (ANEOS;
Thompson and Lauson 1972) tool. The details of ANEOS and the other EoS available in
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iSALE can be found in the iSALE manual (Collins et al. 2016). All the modelling efforts
outlined in this thesis will use two material models: input parameters for the projectile and
crystalline basement material are those defined by Pierazzo et al. (1997) for granite, and
input parameters for the sedimentary material are provided in Pierazzo et al. (1998) for
calcite.
Lastly, the constitutive model relates stress (𝜎𝑖𝑗 ), to strain (𝜖𝑖𝑗 ), strain rate (𝜖 ̇𝑖𝑗 ), internal
energy (I), and damage (D, where damage is defined as the degree of fracturing, and
therefore strength, of material within a cell):
𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝑔(𝜖𝑖𝑗 , 𝜖̇𝑖𝑗 , 𝐼, 𝐷)

(1.5)

For more details regarding the constitutive model, and for motivations regarding our
modifications to the constitutive model, refer to Chapter 2 and to Collins et al. 2004. The
strength and damage models (Collins et al. 2004) require numerous input parameters, such
as the cohesion, coefficient of internal friction, and the limiting strength at high pressure
for both intact and damaged material (e.g., see Table 1 in Section 2.3).
In practice, iSALE requires two input files (in addition to EoS files): the asteroid input file,
and the material input file. The asteroid input file contains details regarding generation of
the computational mesh and cells within the mesh (e.g., the spatial extent of the high- and
low-resolution portions of the mesh, the structure of the target, the size of the impactor and
spatial resolution or cell size of the simulation, etc.), the duration of the simulation and the
interval after which iSALE saves data to disk, the variables that are saved during each
timestep, and numerous other technical input parameters. The material input file contains
all details regarding the materials defined in the asteroid input file. As an example, in the
asteroid input file we define our projectile to be granite; in the corresponding material file,
the specific EoS file used for granite and parameters relating to the strength, damage, and
porosity models are defined. For full details regarding the generation of the asteroid and
material input files, refer to the iSALE manual (Collins et al. 2016).
Shock physics codes may use one of two formulations when describing the flow of material
within the computational mesh: the Lagrangian formulation or the Eulerian formulation. In
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the Lagrangian formulation, material is fixed within each cell, and the cell deforms
according to the external forces acting on the cell and the constitutive relation for the
material within the cell. In the Eulerian formulation, material flows through the mesh
which remains fixed/undeformed throughout the entirety of the simulation (Fig. 1.5).
iSALE uses a hybrid approach when run in ALE (arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) mode:
first, a Lagrangian step is performed during which forces, stresses, etc. are computed, the
grid is restructured and the velocities of material within the simulation are updated. Once
the Lagrangian step is completed, the Eulerian step occurs. The Eulerian step involves
remapping the deformed cell vertices back to the old, fixed mesh, and fluxing material
within cells in the mesh. It is also during this step that cells containing multiple materials
are addressed. One of the more important (and computationally expensive) portions of this
step is the advection subroutine, during which several time-varying properties (e.g., mass,
specific internal energy, etc.) are moved between adjacent cells. This routine is vitally
important to the work conducted in Chapter 2 and will be further discussed there.
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the Lagrangian formulation (top illustration) and the
Eulerian formulation (bottom illustration). In the Lagrangian formulation, material
is fixed to a cell within the computational mesh. The cell deforms according to
external forces and the constitutive relation describing material within the cell. In the
Eulerian formulation, the mesh is fixed (i.e., the volume of each cell remains constant
throughout the simulation) and material flows between cells in the mesh.
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In addition to the components described in the preceding section, iSALE contains several
routines that help match observations from impact craters on the Earth, Moon, Mars and
other rocky bodies. For instance, impacts into porous targets may dramatically influence
the cratering process (e.g., the crushing of pore space increases the efficiency of energy
transfer from the shock wave to the target, leading to higher post-shock temperatures
relative to a non-porous target; Zel’dovich and Raizer 1967). With the addition of a
porosity model in iSALE, impacts into porous materials can be addressed (Wünnemann et
al. 2006). Similarly, fracturing and brecciation during an impact event are responsible for
the negative gravity anomaly that can be observed for many impact craters (e.g., Pilkington
and Grieve 1992). The implementation of a dilatancy model into iSALE accounts for the
increase in pore space and reduction in bulk density associated with fracturing and
fragmentation in the target (Collins 2014). Although porosity and dilatancy are important
considerations when modeling impact processes, they were not included in our simulations
to reduce the number of free parameters that were being tested.
To correctly replicate the gravitational collapse of the transient cavity during crater
modification, a mechanism is required to explain an effective strength that is lower than
the strength of intact rock (Melosh 1989). In iSALE, the mechanism that is implemented
to facilitate gravitational collapse is called acoustic fluidization, and the model that
describes this mechanism is the “block-model” (Ivanov and Kostuchenko 1997;
Wünnemann and Ivanov 2003). The theory of acoustic fluidization suggests that the
passing shock wave generates strong acoustic waves within the fractured material near the
point of impact. These acoustic waves temporarily relieve the overburden pressure,
reducing friction and increasing sliding and movement of fragments, leading to large-scale
movement and flow of the fractured rock mass (Melosh 1979). In the iSALE material input
file, two parameters are required that describe the viscosity of the fluidized rock mass and
the duration of acoustic vibrations. These parameters are defined by Wünnemann and
Ivanov (2003):
𝑟
𝑇dec = 𝛾𝑇 ( )
𝑐𝑠
𝜂 = 𝛾𝜂 (𝑟𝑐𝑠 )

(1.6)
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Where 𝑇dec and 𝜂 represent the decay time and viscosity, respectively, 𝛾𝑇 and 𝛾𝜂 are
dimensionless scaling parameters corresponding to the decay time and viscosity, 𝑟 is the
radius of the projectile, and 𝑐𝑠 is the sound speed in the material. The dimensionless
parameters are provided where appropriate in Chapters 2–4.

1.3
Impact Crater Formation in Layered and Mixed
Targets
The process outlined in Section 1.1 is well understood for impacts into homogenous,
crystalline targets. However, the crusts of rocky bodies within the Solar System (e.g., Earth,
Moon, and Mars) are rarely homogenous. Indeed, impact craters are often formed in
layered target sequences which may contain volcanic and/or sedimentary rocks. It has been
shown in previous studies that the depth-diameter ratio of terrestrial impact craters differs
depending on the lithology of the target sequence (i.e., primarily sedimentary targets
compared to crystalline targets; Grieve and Therriault 2004; Collins et al. 2008).
Furthermore, central peak formation is suppressed in mixed sedimentary-crystalline targets
with relatively thick sedimentary layers; for example, both the Haughton (e.g., Osinski and
Spray 2005; Collins et al. 2008) and Ries impact structures (Wünnemann et al. 2005) do
not have central peaks.
Despite the apparent influence that target layering/heterogeneities have on impact crater
formation, few numerical studies have attempted to implement layered target sequences in
their models. For the best-fit numerical model of the 40-km-diameter Mjølnir impact
structure, the coefficient of friction was defined as a function of depth to simulate a
transition from weaker sedimentary rocks at the top of the target sequence to stronger
granitic rocks with increasing depth (Shuvalov et al. 2002). Simulations of the 24-kmdiameter Ries impact structure modelled the 500–800 m sedimentary sequence and the
crystalline basement material as two distinct layers (Wünnemann et al. 2005; Collins et al.
2008). A two-layered target structure was also used to model the Haughton impact
structure, which has an ~1800 m thick sedimentary sequence overlying a crystalline
basement layer (Collins et al. 2008). In their study of the Haughton, Ries, and El’gygytgyn
(18-km-diameter) impact structures, Collins et al. (2008) concluded that a thick
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sedimentary layer results in a greater diameter transient cavity and enhanced inward
collapse of the weakened sedimentary material during crater modification.
Layered target sequences have also been considered in simulations of meteorite impacts
into Mars and the Moon. To more accurately model impacts into layered terrains on Mars,
Senft and Stewart (2007) defined three target sequences: a homogeneous basalt target, a
target with discrete, weak basalt layers, and another with strong basalt layers. They found
that weak basalt layers promote inward collapse of the transient cavity which increases
diameter, reduces depth, and reduces surface expression of the central uplift region and
crater rim. Senft and Stewart (2008) also found that targets containing icy layers behave
similarly to the weak layers in their previous study. Lastly, it was found that target
properties such as layering and porosity (in addition to impact velocity and acoustic
fluidization parameters) may influence crater morphology (Silber et al. 2017).

1.4

Introduction to Thesis

This thesis highlights our use of iSALE-2D to conduct simulations of hypervelocity impact
events into layered and mixed target sequences. Within the following chapters, we first
describe the modifications that we made to the constitutive model implemented in iSALE2D in order to simulate layered target sequences, and then discuss several applications and
analyses of impacts into layered targets that were created using the updated strength model.
The goal of these analyses is to improve our understanding of impacts into mixed targets,
and to highlight possible differences between crater formation mechanisms for impacts into
layered and mixed targets in comparison to impacts into purely crystalline targets.
Chapter 2 focuses on the development of a method that can approximate multiple thin,
weak layers within a sedimentary sequence using a single layer. Previous modelling efforts
often neglect layers within the subsurface due to the high computational cost required to
resolve thin layers within the target sequence. Our modifications to the strength model used
in iSALE-2D include an anisotropic yield criterion and a cell-based method to track the
orientation of material within a given cell of the computational mesh (and therefore, the
orientation of layers within the sedimentary sequence). To demonstrate the usefulness of
this method and constrain the parameters used in the anisotropic yield criterion, we
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compare results of a ~20–25 km complex crater on Earth using the anisotropic yield method
to those from simulations that explicitly resolve multiple thin weak layers. Our approach
reduces computational cost while replicating the cratering mechanics and final morphology
from the layered models. We also found that including the anisotropic sedimentary layer
in the models tends to suppress central uplift formation, providing a possible explanation
for the lack of central uplift observed at the Haughton and Ries impact structures.
The work contained in Chapter 3 is motivated by the morphological differences that are
observed between impacts of similar sizes formed in different target types (i.e., a reduced
depth-diameter ratio for craters formed in sedimentary targets; Grieve and Therriault
2004). To this end, we provide a suite of simulations that highlight the effect of increasing
sedimentary layer thickness in mixed targets on complex crater morphology for two
different impactor sizes. The sedimentary sequence is modelled using the anisotropic yield
criterion outlined in Chapter 2. This work largely focuses on three critical intervals during
the impact process: the approximate time at which the transient cavity reaches its maximum
volume, the timespan during which the walls of the transient cavity collapse inwards to
(possibly) form a central peak, and then the end of the modification stage once the crater
has achieved its final morphology. The presence of a thick sedimentary layer with
simulated weaker layers (via material anisotropy) leads to a larger diameter transient cavity
and larger final diameter, in agreement with the observations of Grieve and Therriault
(2004). Furthermore, the enhanced inward collapse of the weakened sedimentary layer
dramatically reduces the final depth of the crater. Lastly, we highlight the complex
interaction between the inward-collapsing sedimentary layer and the upward and outward
movement of the central uplift and show that a sedimentary sequence may restrict the
formation of a central topographic peak.
Chapter 4 makes use of the same set of models that were studied in Chapter 3, but instead
focuses on the movement of material within the subsurface and the formation (or lackthere-of) of a central topographic peak in craters formed in mixed target sequences. To
analyze the movement of material within the subsurface, two methods are used: first, the
coordinate tracking method outlined in Chapter 2 is repurposed to create a stratigraphic
uplift variable that can be plotted to provide qualitative information regarding material
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uplift; and second, Lagrangian tracer particles are exported and analyzed to provide more
quantitative information concerning the vertical and horizontal displacement and distance
of material within the subsurface. A thick sedimentary layer tends to enhance lateral motion
of uplifted sediments, reduces vertical motion in the basement layer, and results in an
increase in maximum stratigraphic uplift. Furthermore, contrary to the accepted model of
impact crater formation in homogenous targets, we note that the most highly uplifted region
in the target is not directly at the centre of the crater. Furthermore, sediments displaced
initially in the wall of the transient cavity during excavation collapse back towards, but do
not reach, the centre of the crater at the end of the simulation.
Lastly, Chapter 5 provides a summary of impact crater formation in mixed sedimentary
and crystalline targets by drawing on conclusions from the previous chapters. This chapter
also outlines possible extensions of this body of work. First, we suggest possible
advancements to numerical studies that have been conducted previously for impact craters
formed in mixed/layered targets on the Earth, Moon and Mars; second, we discuss current
limitations that arise when estimating stratigraphic uplift in complex craters and possible
solutions to improving this estimate. Specifically, estimates of stratigraphic uplift are based
on estimates from 24 terrestrial impact structures (Grieve and Therriault 2004); this
formula is oft cited for other planetary bodies, but should be used with caution, as target
properties can influence stratigraphic uplift, as this work details.
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Chapter 2

Formation of Complex Craters in Layered Targets with
Material Anisotropy

2

2.1

Introduction

Impact cratering is an important geological process in the Solar System. It is widely
accepted that the formation of an impact crater can be subdivided into three main stages:
contact and compression, excavation, and modification (e.g., Gault et al. 1968; Dence et
al. 1977; Melosh 1989). With increasing crater size, the duration and significance of the
final modification stage increases and craters transition from a simple bowl-shaped form
to so-called complex craters with more complicated morphology, including the presence
of collapsed faulted rims and a centrally uplifted region – the central uplift. This latter
modification stage of impact crater formation and final crater morphology is largely
governed by two target properties: the strength of the target material, which is dependent
on the subsurface structure, and gravity (e.g., Housen and Holsapple 2003; Holsapple and
Housen 2007). To correctly simulate meteorite impacts into planetary surfaces, the strength
and rheology of the target material must be well understood and constrained. Theoretical
models describing the stages of impact crater formation in homogeneous and isotropic
crystalline targets have been developed (e.g., Gault et al. 1968; Dence et al. 1977; Grieve
et al. 1981; Melosh 1989; Collins et al. 2012) and confirmed through numerical modeling
of several terrestrial (e.g., Collins et al. 2002; Ivanov 2005; Collins et al. 2008) and lunar
craters (e.g., Johnson et al. 2016; Kring et al. 2016). However, rocky planets, such as Earth
and Mars, and even the Earth’s moon, are rarely homogeneous. Indeed, a key property of
many planetary crusts is the presence of layered stratigraphy in the form of volcanic and/or
sedimentary rocks. In addition, the strength and rheology of the target often varies with
depth.
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Studies of craters on Earth clearly demonstrate that there are clear differences between
impact craters of similar sizes developed in crystalline versus sedimentary targets; for
instance, the apparent depth versus diameter differs depending on target composition
(sedimentary, crystalline, or mixed (e.g., Grieve and Therriault 2004; Collins et al. 2008)).
Furthermore, the thickness of the sedimentary layer in mixed targets appears to influence
the uplift and subsequent expression of the basement layer at the surface, as observed in
geological studies and in best fit models for the Haughton (e.g., Osinski and Spray 2005;
Collins et al. 2008) and Ries impact structures. A weak or water-saturated target may be
responsible for the lack of topographic expression observed at the Zhamanshin impact
structure (Garvin and Schnetzler 1994). Wünnemann et al. (2005) support this hypothesis
based on models conducted for the Ries impact structure which included a very weak
sedimentary layer (see Figure 9A-3 in Wünnemann et al. (2005)). This mechanism is
similar to that observed in numerical models of the Chesapeake Bay impact structure: the
inward collapse of the weak, water-saturated sedimentary material that completely prevents
the expression of the uplifted basement layer at the pre-impact surface (Collins and
Wünnemann 2005). All the above examples show that a detailed approximation of target
layering and, therefore, realistic modeling of the strength of the sedimentary sequence in
mixed targets, is necessary to accurately predict crater formation in complex geological
targets.
To date, several numerical studies have explored the relationship between target structure
and crater morphology for impacts into layered targets, albeit with different approaches. In
their modeling of the 40-km-diameter Mjølnir impact structure, Shuvalov et al. (2002) set
the friction coefficient of the target layer as a function of depth to simulate weaker
sedimentary rock at the top of the sequence, transitioning into stronger granitic rock at
greater depth. Several best-fit models have been constructed for the Ries impact structure
in Germany (~24 km-apparent diameter (Wünnemann et al. 2005; Collins et al. 2008)); the
target sequence at Ries is made up of ~500–800 m of sedimentary rocks overlying a
crystalline basement (Pohl et al. 1977), which was modeled as a single, distinct layer. In
addition to modeling the Ries impact structure, Collins et al. (2008) compared geologic
profiles and best-fit numerical simulations of two other mid-sized terrestrial craters (the
Haughton impact structure, which has an apparent diameter of 23 km (Osinski and Spray
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2005); and the 18-km rim-to-rim diameter El’gygytgyn impact structure (Gurov et al.
2007)). In so doing, this study explored the relationship between crater diameter and
sedimentary thickness for impacts into mixed sedimentary-crystalline targets. Both the
interpreted geologic profiles and the numerical simulations suggest that structural
differences observed between the three craters can be explained by the thickness of the
single sedimentary layer included in the Ries and Haughton models. The work of Collins
et al. (2008) suggests that an increase in the thickness of the weaker, overlying sedimentary
layer leads to a larger transient cavity, and greater inward collapse of the sediments,
resulting in a larger diameter final crater.
To predict the effects of meteorite impacts into layered terrains on Mars, Senft and Stewart
(2007) simulated three target configurations: a homogeneous basalt target, a target with
discrete, weak basalt layers, and another with strong basalt layers. For both simple and
complex crater formation, it was found that the weak basalt layers facilitate more inward
collapse of the transient cavity, resulting in a larger diameter, shallower crater, while the
target consisting of stronger layers did not differ significantly from the homogeneous case.
Additionally, Senft and Stewart (2008) found that the inclusion of interbedded ice layers
in their models (implemented to more accurately simulate impacts into icy layered terrains
on Mars) played a similar, albeit more pronounced, role in the excavation and collapse of
the transient cavity relative to the weak basalt layers of their earlier study. Silber et al.
(2017) modelled a series of lunar impacts to study the role of impact velocity and acoustic
fluidization on crater morphology. They note that numerous morphologies are observed for
craters of a similar diameter, and that these differences can be explained through target
properties (layering, porosity) as well as varied impact velocity and parameters
implemented in the acoustic fluidization model (see Figure 7 in Silber et al. (2017)).
Regardless of the planetary body, models predict that target heterogeneity can have a
significant effect on cratering mechanics and final crater morphology. However, due to
practical computational limitations, simulating the formation of multi-kilometer craters in
targets with thin subsurface layers is often prohibitively expensive. Thus, numerical studies
are restricted to modeling targets with a small number of thick layers with uniform
properties, which does not adequately reflect natural layering. Therefore, to improve
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simulations of impacts into layered sedimentary sequences, the inherent anisotropy of the
sedimentary layer should be considered. This paper describes the implementation of
anisotropic strength for transversely isotropic (i.e., layered) materials into the iSALE
(impact Simplified Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (Collins et al. 2004; Wünnemann et al.
2006; Collins et al. 2016)) shock physics code and its application to represent numerous,
thin layers in the sedimentary sequence of the target using a single bulk material layer.
The goal of this study is twofold: first, we seek to demonstrate that a target with discrete,
interbedded layers of varying strength can be well approximated using a single layer of
material with anisotropic strength, thus reducing computational complexity. Secondly, we
seek to constrain how parameters used in the anisotropic strength model should be adjusted
to replicate the effects of varying the number and thickness of weak layers and the relative
strength change between layers. To achieve these objectives, we compare two suites of
simulations: one where multiple thin weak layers are explicitly resolved and another where
a single layer with anisotropic strength is used to approximate the sedimentary sequence.
The first set of simulations is similar in scope to the simulations described in Senft and
Stewart (2007), and contains multiple, weaker layers of varying thickness interbedded with
stronger layers, while the second set uses a single layer with varied input parameters in our
anisotropic strength model to approximate subsurface layering. By comparing the two
suites throughout all stages of the impact process, we also provide interpretations regarding
the stages of complex crater formation in layered or anisotropic targets and how these
processes differ from an impact into a uniform, isotropic material target.

2.2

Material Anisotropy

Many materials, both natural and manufactured, are inherently anisotropic (i.e., properties
associated with the material are directionally dependent). Mechanical properties of these
materials, such as strength and elasticity, may vary within the material due to the method
by which it was formed. For instance, sedimentary rocks such as mudstone and claystone
are inherently anisotropic at small scales (e.g., Boehler and Sawczuk 1977), as they were
formed through sequential depositions of sediment over a long period of time. In addition
to small-scale (i.e., ~cm-m scale) beds, the target stratigraphy in which a crater is formed
may contain multiple units and layers with varying strength; the stratigraphy at Haughton,
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for instance, contains layers as thin as ~10 m, and as thick as ~300 m (Osinski and Spray
2005). It has been shown previously that weaker layers interbedded in stronger rock act as
planes of weakness, which enhances lateral excavation of the transient cavity and its
subsequent collapse (Senft and Stewart 2007). Thus, we hypothesize that targets containing
planes of weakness (e.g., the weaker anhydrite layers at Haughton (Osinski and Spray
2005)) should be more susceptible to stresses in certain directions than stronger layers in
the sequence (i.e., behave as a transversely isotropic material). Transversely isotropic
materials are those with different properties parallel to and orthogonal to a plane within the
material, such as a bedding plane. Rather than modelling the heterogeneous sedimentary
sequence with many isotropic layers of varying strength and thickness, we instead choose
to approximate both thin layering at large scales and small-scale inherent properties of the
material within the sedimentary sequence with a bulk anisotropic layer. By selecting the
parameters used in the anisotropic yield criterion (see 2.2.3), we look to replicate crater
formation in a target with numerous weak layers, without the need for explicitly defining
these layers in our models. As we will highlight, this approximation has the benefit of being
resolution-independent, significantly reducing the computational burden required for
simulating targets containing very thin layers, which necessitate a high-resolution model.
A method to account for material anisotropy in a hydrocode (shock physics code) was
provided by Anderson et al. (1994). Here, we summarize the relevant portions of this earlier
proposed approach for describing the strength of a transversely isotropic material that have
been implemented in the iSALE shock physics code, and describe the method used to track
the orientation of the material weakness plane. Currently, the approach has only been
implemented in the 2D version of iSALE, and so the outline described below will focus on
the cylindrically symmetric case of the formulation described in Anderson et al. (1994).
Our modifications described below are made to the constitutive model currently
implemented in iSALE (Collins et al. 2004).

2.2.1

Tracking Initial Cell Coordinates and Material Rotation

The first component of the anisotropic strength model is the ability to track the orientation
of the material relative to fixed coordinate directions. For a transversely isotropic material,
the important orientation is that which is perpendicular to the plane of weakness (or
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strength), which for our application is the bedding plane or discrete interbedded layer.
Tracking the orientation of material in a hybrid Lagrangian-Eulerian code, such as iSALE,
is difficult, because material moves through a computational mesh that is fixed in space.
Material history is not naturally recorded, as it would be in a Lagrangian approach (Collins
et al. 2013). To track material movements and record its history, iSALE uses Lagrangian
tracer particles. However, using these particles to recover bedding orientation in each cell
is compromised by the need for a more-or-less even distribution of tracers across the
domain. Instead, we implemented a cell-based scheme for tracking the orientation of
originally flat layers based on a method described by Vitali and Benson (2012) for tracking
the evolution of an initial spatial distribution of material properties.
A conventional approach for moving time-varying material properties through an Eulerian
grid is to advect quantities of the material (e.g., mass, specific internal energy, etc.) between
adjacent cells based on the volume swept out by the velocity vectors at the dividing face
and local gradients in the advected variable. While this method guarantees conservation of
the advected quantity, a disadvantage of the approach is that if the advected quantity varies
non-linearly or non-smoothly in space, it will diffuse or ‘smear’ the field quantity (see
Figure 1 in Vitali and Benson (2012) for a depiction of this effect). More accurate advection
schemes can reduce this numerical diffusion problem, but not remove it.
For material quantities that do not vary in time and where conservation is not important, a
device that allows a quantity to be advected without numerical diffusion is to associate the
material quantity with its initial spatial coordinates and advect the initial coordinate field.
As this field, by definition, varies linearly in space, it is advected with no numerical
diffusion by even low-accuracy advection schemes (Van Leer 1977). The material quantity
can then be recovered based on the advected initial coordinate field using interpolation.
Vitali and Benson (2012) describe this approach in detail and use it to track the evolution
of an initial distribution of flaws in a material. Tracking material orientation is a rather
simpler task because this material property is directly related to the initial coordinate field,
so that no interpolation is required.
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Our approach is as follows. During initial mesh generation, an ‘initial coordinate mesh’ X
is defined as the initial x- and y-coordinates of the cell centres, 𝑿 = 𝒙(𝑡 = 0). Each
component of this cell-centred vector quantity is advected in the same way as other scalar
fields, so that at each timestep the initial x and y location of the material in every cell is
known. Assuming that the bedding plane orientation is initially perpendicular to the vertical
coordinate y, its orientation at any subsequent timestep can be found from the gradient of
the Y component of the advected initial coordinate field. To calculate grad Y, the values of
the cell-centred initial coordinate field are first converted to vertex-centred coordinates,
using linear interpolation. Then, a cell-centred grad Y is defined using the finite-difference
approximation:
Δ𝑌𝐶𝑖 =

Δ𝑌𝐶𝑖+1 =

𝑌𝑉 (𝑖 + 1, 𝑗 + 1) − 𝑌𝑉 (𝑖 + 1, 𝑗)
Δ𝑦

Δ𝑌𝐶𝑗 =

Δ𝑌𝐶𝑗+1 =
1

1

𝑌𝑉 (𝑖, 𝑗 + 1) − 𝑌𝑉 (𝑖, 𝑗)
Δ𝑦

𝑌𝑉 (𝑖 + 1, 𝑗) − 𝑌𝑉 (𝑖, 𝑗)
Δ𝑥

𝑌𝑉 (𝑖 + 1, 𝑗 + 1) − 𝑌𝑉 (𝑖, 𝑗 + 1)
Δ𝑥
1

1

∇𝑌𝐶 (𝑖 + 2 , 𝑗 + 2) = (2 [Δ𝑌𝐶𝑗+1 + Δ𝑌𝐶𝑗 ] , 2 [Δ𝑌𝐶𝑖+1 + Δ𝑌𝐶𝑖 ])

(2.1)

The bedding angle is then computed using:
∇𝑌𝐶

𝑦
𝛾 = tan−1 (∇𝑌 )
𝐶𝑥

(2.2)

The gradient of the initial coordinate field is orthogonal to the layer orientation, so using
𝛾, we can apply the correct rotation (i.e., ±90°, depending on how the material was rotated
previously) to find the bedding orientation, 𝜃. This process is outlined in Figure 2.1. The
initial x- or y-coordinate field can be plotted in the same manner as any other field (e.g.,
density, pressure, etc.), allowing one to observe layer deformation without the need for
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tracer particles (Fig. 2.2). Regardless of the method used to observe layer deformation,
similar results are observed. Moments after impact (Fig. 2.2b), there is good agreement
between the two methods. Towards the end of the simulation (Fig. 2.2c), there is some
discrepancy in regions where multiple layers converge or mix together (i.e., in the centre
of the crater where substantial collapse and uplift occur, or where layers overturn in the
rim region). Tracers (which follow material throughout the simulation) do a better job at
distinguishing layers in these regions, while the advected initial coordinate field tends to
indicate an average of the initial depth of material in a given region of the mesh. However,
material in the rim and central regions will likely be heavily damaged (and therefore, the
strength of the material within these cells should be approximately constant and dependent
entirely on friction), and the original anisotropic strength properties may not be preserved,
so the discrepancies in these regions should not be a significant issue.
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the rotation scheme (see Equation 2.3 in 2.2.2)
implemented in the anisotropy model. Rotation is measured using vertex-centred
initial y-coordinates, which are fluxed through the mesh in the same manner as
other quantities (specific internal energy, mass, etc.). The stress tensor is rotated
into the material reference frame, and then used to compute the Tsai-Hill yield
criterion (see Equation 2.5 in 2.2.3).
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of layer deformation using a contour plot of the initial ycoordinate field and massless tracer particles (white dots) at a) 0 s, b) 7 s, and c) 200
s after the start of simulation.
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2.2.2

Deviatoric Stress Tensor Rotation

Once the bedding orientation is known, the next step is to rotate the deviatoric stress tensor
from the system coordinates (x, y, and 𝜃) into the material reference frame via a rotation
through the angle of the bedding plane relative to its initial position. The rotation of the
deviatoric stress tensor in the system reference frame (𝜎sys ) to the material reference frame
(𝜎mat) is done via a rotation matrix R about the 𝜃-axis:
𝜎mat = 𝑅 𝑇 ⋅ 𝜎sys ⋅ 𝑅
cos 𝜃
= (− sin 𝜃
0

sin 𝜃
cos 𝜃
0

𝜎𝑥𝑥
0
0) ⋅ (𝜎𝑥𝑦
1
0

𝜎𝑥𝑦
𝜎𝑦𝑦
0

0
cos 𝜃
0 ) ⋅ ( sin 𝜃
0
𝜎𝜃

− sin 𝜃
cos 𝜃
0

0
0)
1

(2.3)

As discussed below, a backward rotation is unnecessary, because the rotated stress
components are relaxed by the same factor if the yield envelope is exceeded.

2.2.3

Implementing the Anisotropic Yield Criterion

The final component of our anisotropic strength model for layered sedimentary materials
is to modify the yield criterion that describes the limit of elastic deformation. In the
standard, isotropic yield model iSALE computes the square-root of the second invariant of
the deviatoric stress tensor, √𝐽2 , where 𝐽2 is defined as:
1

2

2

2
𝐽2 = 6 ((𝜎𝑥𝑥 − 𝜎𝑦𝑦 ) + (𝜎𝑦𝑦 − 𝜎𝜃 ) + (𝜎𝜃 − 𝜎𝑥𝑥 )2 ) + 𝜎𝑥𝑦

(2.4)

If √𝐽2 is less than Y the stress state is within the elastic regime and no stress adjustment is
required. If √𝐽2 exceeds the yield stress Y, the stress state is hypothetical—plastic shear
deformation has occurred, and the deviatoric stress components must be reduced to the
yield surface such that √𝐽2 = 𝑌. This is achieved using a so-called “radial return”
approach, where each stress component is reduced by the same factor of 𝑌/√𝐽2 . To
incorporate anisotropy into iSALE, we use a modified Tsai-Hill yield criterion to compute
the asymmetric yield envelope (i.e., the yield surface for an anisotropic material (Hill,
1948; Tsai and Hahn, 1980]. In this model, the invariant measure of deviatoric stress used
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in the yield criterion, as a function of the deviatoric stress components in the material (i.e.,
rotated) reference frame, is given by:
2

1

2

1

′
′
′
′ )2
′
𝑓𝑇𝐻 = 6 (𝐻(𝜎𝑥𝑥
− 𝜎𝑦𝑦
) + 𝐹(𝜎𝑦𝑦
− 𝜎 ′𝜃 ) + 𝐺(𝜎𝜃′ − 𝜎𝑥𝑥
) + 3 𝑁𝜎𝑥𝑦

2

(2.5)

The anisotropic stress invariant, 𝑓𝑇𝐻 , is then used in the same manner as 𝐽2 is used in the
isotropic material yield criterion. When √𝑓𝑇𝐻 > 𝑌, yielding has occurred and the
deviatoric stress is reduced such that it lies along the yield surface. Otherwise, the stresses
are less than the yield stress (lie beneath the yield surface) and can be carried to the next
time step. The stress relaxation factor is 𝑌/√𝑓𝑇𝐻 for all the stress components, which can
be applied to the pre-rotation stresses negating the need for backwards rotation of the
stresses.
The constants F, G, H and N in Equation 2.5 are related to the material yield strength in
the three material directions 𝑌𝑥 , 𝑌𝑦 , and 𝑌𝜃 and the shear strength 𝑌𝑥𝑦 by:
𝐺+𝐻
2

𝑌 2 𝐹+𝐻

= (𝑌 ) ;
𝑥

2

𝑌

2

= (𝑌 ) ;

𝐹+𝐺

𝑦

2

𝑌

2

𝑌

2

= (𝑌 ) ; 𝑁 = (𝑌 )
𝜃

𝑥𝑦

(2.6)

where Y is the average of the failure stress in the three principal directions. Comparing
Equations 2.4 and 2.5, we can see that the isotropic case is recovered if we set the
anisotropic constants equal to F = G = H = 1 and N = 3. Values exceeding these imply that
the strength in a given direction is less than the average strength Y, whereas lower values
imply a higher directional strength. With a transversely isotropic material (i.e., a material
with bedding planes or layers oriented perpendicular to the y-direction), the material yield
strength in the x- and 𝜃-directions would be equal, 𝑌𝑥 = 𝑌𝜃 , which implies that F = H.

2.3

Cratering Simulations

Modifications to the calculation of the yield envelope for anisotropic materials, as
described in 2.2, were implemented into the Dellen release of the iSALE-2D shock physics
code (Collins et al. 2004; Wünnemann et al. 2006; Collins et al. 2016). iSALE is a multimaterial, multi-rheology extension to the SALE hydrocode (Amsden et al. 1980). To
simulate hypervelocity impacts into geologic materials, SALE was modified to include an
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elasto-plastic constitutive model, fragmentation models, various equations of state (EoS)
and multiple materials (Melosh et al. 1992; Ivanov et al. 1997). In addition to the
improvements listed above, iSALE contains improvements made to the strength model
(Collins et al. 2004), the implementation of a porous compaction model (Wünnemann et
al. 2006), and a dilatancy model (Collins 2014).
To assess the efficacy of our modifications to the iSALE strength model to describe layered
sedimentary rocks and quantify the sensitivity of crater formation to the F, G, H, and N
parameters used in the anisotropic strength model, iSALE was used to conduct two suites
of impact simulations. In both cases, a 1500 m impactor diameter was used to explore
complex crater formation. The impact was vertical and the impactor velocity was kept fixed
at 15 km/s in all simulations, with terrestrial gravity (9.81 m/s2). Two sets of models are
considered to determine whether targets using the anisotropic strength model can
approximate mixed targets with evenly dispersed weaker layers (Fig. 2.3):
•

The first set of simulations will be referred to as the ‘discrete’ target models (DTM).
The DTM include a series of strong layers interbedded with a number of weaker
layers of varying thickness. These interbedded layers overlaid a bottom layer with
identical strength-model parameters to the strong layers. Various weak layer
thicknesses were considered as well as three different numbers of weak layers (Figs.
2.3a–c). This set of models aims to simulate mixed targets with a varying ratio of
weak layers interspersed with stronger layers and is to be used as a control group
with which the second set of models can be compared.

•

The second set of simulations will be referred to as the ‘continuous’ target models
(CTM). The CTM include a single, anisotropic layer of fixed thickness overlying
an isotropic layer (Fig. 2.3d). Both layers have strength-model parameters identical
to the strong layers of the previous set. The only quantities that were varied in this
set were the F, G, H, and N parameters. Each anisotropy parameter was varied
independently over a wide range of (possibly extreme) values to approximate a
target with strength ranging from isotropic to very anisotropic.
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A baseline isotropic model was also performed with the same geometry as the anisotropic
models and parameters defined for an isotropic medium in Section 2.3. A total of 300
simulations were run for the CTM (100 values for each of the N, F, and G parameters in
the Tsai-Hill criterion). The resolution of the DTMs was varied between 15 and 30 cells
per projectile radius (cppr), depending on the thickness of the interbedded weak layers. We
resolved the weaker layers using a minimum of one cell, but note that the deformation
observed in the weaker layers behaved poorly when the layers were resolved with fewer
than 3 cells (i.e., the thin layers would clump, so that the thick adjacent layers merged
together, and deformation was qualitatively different to that observed in simulations where
layers were resolved with more than 3 cells). The geometry of these models are included
in the Supplemental Information but are shaded to indicate possible issues. Depending on
the resolution used, the thickness of the layered portion of the target varied slightly (e.g.,
3250 m is not divisible by 37.5 m, the grid spacing for the 20 cppr models, so the thickness
of the layered sequence was 3262.5 m in these models, 3240 m for 25 cppr, etc.). The
resolution of the continuous target models was set at both 10 and 15 cppr; the resolution
was purposefully run at a coarser resolution than the DTM simulations to test whether the
anisotropic target could correctly reproduce impacts into discrete layered targets, while at
the same time significantly reducing computational complexity. A total of 108 simulations
were run for the DTM suite, of which 25 (the 20 cppr models) are highlighted in this work.
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Figure 2.3: Stratigraphic column of the DTMs (a)-c)), with a target set with multiple
distinct weaker layers (a) – 3 weak layers, b) – 4 weak layers, and c) – 5 weak layers),
the continuous target model (d)) which contains an anisotropic layer overlying an
isotropic basement. The baseline isotropic case is also shown in d), and is identical to
the anisotropic target with the F, G, H, and N parameters in the Tsai-Hill yield
criterion (Eqs. 2.5, 2.6) set to 𝑭 = 𝑮 = 𝑯 = 𝟏 and 𝑵 = 𝟑.
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In both sets of simulations, we represented all layers in the target as non-porous calcite
with variations accounting for differences in strength (in the DTMs) and anisotropy (in the
continuous target models) of the material, while the impactor was modelled using granite
(isotropic, in the continuous target models). The thermodynamic behaviour of the materials
under high temperature and pressure are described using EoS tables, which are generated
for each material through the analytic EoS (ANEOS (Thompson and Lauson 1972)) tool,
with input parameters for granite given by Pierazzo et al. (1997), and for calcite listed in
Pierazzo et al. (1998). The default EoS tables included in iSALE were used throughout. To
quantify damage and deformation of the material during the simulation, strength and
damage models from Collins et al. (2004) and Ivanov et al. (2010) were used. To
distinguish between ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ material in the DTMs, the coefficient of internal
friction for the weaker material was decreased by a factor of 2 relative to the stronger
material. Varying the coefficient of friction is a simple approach to achieve strength
reduction that has been employed in several previous studies (e.g., Senft and Stewart 2007;
Shuvalov et al. 2002). However, we note that similar results could be achieved through
adjusting other parameters in the strength model (e.g., limiting strength at high pressure
(Senft and Stewart 2007)). Material parameters used in the two sets of simulations are
outlined in Table 1. Modifications were made to the strength model to account for an
asymmetric yield envelope, as outlined in 2.2 (compare Equation 2.5 with Equation A1 in
Collins et al. (2004)).
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Table 1: Strength parameters used in all simulations. The weak calcite material was
only included in the DTMs. The strong calcite layer was used in the both the discrete
and continuous target models. Only the upper portion of the continuous target
models included anisotropy; the lower portion of the target and the impactor were
kept isotropic. See Collins et al. (2004), Wünnemann et al. (2008), and Goldin et al.
(2006) for more details regarding the simulation parameters, and Wünnemann and
Ivanov (2003) for definitions of the acoustic fluidization parameters. Parameter
values were initially set similar to those used by Collins et al. (2008).
Parameter

Symbol

Value

(Units)
Calcite

Calcite

(weak)

(normal)

granite

Poisson’s ratio

𝜈

0.30

0.30

0.30

Cohesive strength (intact)

𝑌𝑖0 (MPa)

10

10

10

Friction coefficient (intact)

𝜇𝑖

1

2

1.5

Strength limit

𝑌lim (GPa)

0.65

0.65

2.5

Cohesive strength (damaged)

𝑌𝑑0 (MPa)

0.01

0.01

0.01

Friction coefficient (damaged)

𝜇𝑑

0.2

0.4

0.6

Melt temperature at zero pressure

𝑇𝑚 (K)

1750

1750

1673

Thermal softening coefficient

𝜉

1.2

1.2

1.2

Decay time of acoustic vibrations

𝑇dec (s)

36

36

36

Dimensionless time parameter

𝛾𝑇

240

240

240

𝜈 (m2 /s)

312500

312500

312500

𝛾𝜂

0.0833

0.0833

0.0833

Anisotropy (material directions)

F, G, and H

--

1-22.8

--

Anisotropy (shear)

N

--

3-22.8

--

(Eq. 2.7)
Viscosity of acoustically fluidized
material
Dimensionless viscosity
parameter (Eq. 2.8)
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To correctly replicate the gravitational collapse of the transient cavity of large complex
craters, a mechanism is needed to explain an effective strength that is much lower than the
measured strengths of the intact rock (Melosh 1989). The mechanism used in iSALE to
facilitate the collapse of the transient cavity is acoustic fluidization; and the model
describing this mechanism is the “block-model” (Ivanov and Kostuchenko 1997;
Wünnemann and Ivanov 2003). The theory of acoustic fluidization suggests that strong
acoustic waves generated by the passage of the shock wave in the fractured and granular
material surrounding the transient cavity can temporarily relieve the overburden pressure,
reducing friction and increasing sliding between fragments in the fractured material,
leading to large-scale flow of the rock mass (Melosh 1979). iSALE requires two input
parameters describing the viscosity of the fluidized material and the duration of acoustic
vibrations. These are defined by Wünnemann and Ivanov (2003); both the viscosity and
decay time are defined as functions of the impactor radius and the sound speed in the
material as follows:
𝑟

𝑇dec = 𝛾𝑇 ⋅ (𝑐 )

(2.7)

𝜂 = 𝛾𝜂 ⋅ (𝑟𝑐𝑠 )

(2.8)

𝑠

Both the viscosity and decay time, along with the corresponding dimensionless parameters,
used in the block-model to describe the acoustically fluidized material are listed in Table
1. As we are looking to compare the effect that the anisotropy parameters have on crater
formation by comparing against the DTM, rather than to fit our models to a specific casestudy, the parameters used to describe the acoustic fluidization model were kept constant
for all layers throughout all simulations in both the discrete and continuous target models.
The two sets of simulations, discrete and continuous, were compared to determine whether
the anisotropic sediments strength model can reproduce the excavation of the transient
cavity, its subsequent collapse, the subsurface deformation of the interbedded layers, and
the final crater morphology of impacts into a target with discrete layers. To provide a
description of the excavation and modification stages, we extracted both the maximum
depth, and the radius at maximum depth of the transient cavity for each simulation (roughly
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7s after impact). We also measured the crater volume, and recorded results for the
maximum crater volume (which occurs approximately 20–25s after impact), and the final
crater volume. We measured the uplift of the base layer (as measured using tracer particle
positions at the beginning of the simulation and the end), and the thickness of material
overlying the base layer at the crater centre (again, using the maximum and minimum
positions of tracer particles at the crater centre for all layers between the basement layer
and impactor), to determine if an anisotropic or a target with thicker discrete layers has any
effect on central uplift formation. Lastly, we use a least-squares best fit between the depth
and radius of the crater at the end of the simulations to quantitatively compare DTM and
CTM as the thickness of the discrete layers/the anisotropic parameters are increased.
Lastly, to validate the use of the CTM to approximate the results shown from the DTM, we
simulate ~4,000 impacts into anisotropic targets in which we vary each of the anisotropic
strength model parameters simultaneously. From this suite of simulations, we select two
sets of parameters that provide the best fit to a DTM with thin weak layers (total thickness
of the interbedded weaker layers of 450 m), and another DTM with thick weaker layers
(total thickness of 2800 m).

2.4
2.4.1

Results
Discrete Target Model

For the Discrete Target Model (DTM), several target geometries and spatial resolutions
were considered. The number and thickness of subsurface layers were varied to produce
multiple targets with alternating weak and strong material. To resolve thin layers, the
spatial resolution of the simulations was increased from 15 cppr to 30 cppr in increments
of 5. The simulation number and corresponding thickness of weak and normal layers are
listed in the Supplemental Information (refer to Figs. 2.3a–c for a visualization of the target
geometry). In this section, we measure various dimensions of a crater formed in a discretely
layered target at multiple stages during the impact process as a function of the thickness
and number of interbedded weaker layers. It should be noted that all dimensions (radius,
depth, volume, uplift, and floor thickness) are normalized with respect to the uniform,
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isotropic target. For clarity, the absolute quantities for these dimensions are used in the text
alongside their normalized counterpart, and all trendlines were fit to the absolute quantities.
We first extracted the final depth and radius (measured at the pre-impact level) of the crater
formed in the DTM as a function of the individual thickness of the weaker layers, and the
total thickness of all weak layers contained in the target (Fig. 2.4). Both depth and radius
show a positive correlation with increasing individual and total layer thickness (regardless
of the number of layers contained in the target), although the trend observed for depth is
weaker than that observed for the radius. The depth and the radius are more strongly
correlated with the total layer thickness, rather than with the thickness of individual layers
in the target. Using the set of DTM simulations at a spatial resolution of 20 cppr as an
example, the depth decreases from ~750 m (𝑑/𝑑uniform ~ 0.93) to ~480 m (𝑑/𝑑uniform ~
0.60) and the radius increases from ~9.75 km (𝑟/𝑟uniform ~ 1.05) to ~11.75 km
(𝑟/𝑟uniform ~ 1.26) as the total thickness of the interbedded weak layers increase from
~100 m (𝑡𝑙,𝑡 /𝐷𝑡 ~ 0.01) to 3.5 km (𝑡𝑙,𝑡 /𝐷𝑡 ~ 0.03; individual layer thickness from ~40 m
to ~1 km). The trend observed between the radius and the total weak-layer thickness is
strong regardless of the number of layers contained within the target. The correlation
between depth and total layer thickness, however, is stronger for the 5-weak and 4-weak
target geometries compared to the 3-weak geometry.
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Figure 2.4: Normalized depth (𝒅/𝒅𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ) and radius (𝒓/𝒓𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ) plotted against
normalized individual layer thickness (𝒕𝒍,𝒊 /𝑫𝒕 ; a and c) and total layer thickness
(𝒕𝒍,𝒕 /𝑫𝒕 ; b and d) for a spatial resolution of 20 cppr. See Figure 2.3a–c for a
schematic of the target geometries listed in the legend in a). Legends in b) and d)
show the equations of the trendlines and correlation coefficients for the fits between
depth (b) and radius (d) against the normalized total layer thickness (denoted by x
in the equations). The final depth and radius are normalized against the final depth
and radius of the uniform, isotropic case, and the layer thickness is normalized
against the diameter of the transient cavity.
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To facilitate comparison with the Continuous Target Model (CTM; 2.4.2), which do not
contain discrete layers and, therefore cannot be compared directly with the depth/radius
versus layer thickness relationships shown above, we also plotted the final depth against
radius for the DTMs with variable weak layer thickness (Fig. 2.5). We used a least-squares
linear regression to find an expression for the best fit trendline between the depth and
diameter (using the 20 cppr spatial resolution as our example; note that the trendlines
plotted in Figure 2.5 fit normalized depth to normalized radius, while the equations below
provide the fit between the absolute depth and diameter):
3 weak/ 2 strong (20 cppr): 𝑑 = (−0.058 ± 0.005)𝐷 + (1.90 ± 0.10); 𝑟 2 = 0.929
4 weak/ 3 strong (20 cppr): 𝑑 = (−0.059 ± 0.005)𝐷 + (1.89 ± 0.10); 𝑟 2 = 0.972
5 weak/ 4 strong (20 cppr): 𝑑 = (−0.059 ± 0.004)𝐷 + (1.89 ± 0.09); 𝑟 2 = 0.991
(2.9)
Depth decreases at approximately the same rate relative to the diameter in each of the three
target geometries (d ∝ −0.058/-0.59 D). Again, we note that the fit for the target geometry
with 3 weak layers is not as good as that for the other two target geometries, primarily due
to a slightly weaker correlation between depth and layer thickness (evident by the
correlation coefficients listed in the legend in Fig. 2.4b). We suggest that this is a result of
the uniformity of the distribution of weak layers in the target, as the correlation becomes
stronger with increasing number of weaker layers (i.e., more evenly distributed weaker
material throughout the layered portion of the target).
The same set of DTMs were analyzed during several stages of the impact process to
determine whether layer thickness would affect crater excavation, crater collapse, the
formation of a central uplift, or the deformation of subsurface layers. First, the maximum
volume of the crater during the excavation stage (prior to transient cavity collapse), and the
volume following collapse at the end of the simulation were extracted and plotted as a
function of individual and total layer thickness (Fig. 2.6).
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Figure 2.5: Normalized final depth (𝒅/𝒅𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ) plotted against the final crater
radius (𝒓/𝒓𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ) for the DTM at 20 cppr and various weak-layer thicknesses.
Trendlines indicate the linear least-squares regression. Note that layer thickness
increases from top left to bottom right (refer to Fig. 2.4). The final depth and radius
are normalized against the final depth and radius of the uniform, isotropic case.
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Figure 2.6: Normalized maximum (𝑽𝐦𝐚𝐱 /𝑽𝐦𝐚𝐱,𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ) and final volume
(𝑽𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 /𝑽𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥,𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ) of crater as a function of normalized individual layer thickness
(𝒕𝒍,𝒊 /𝑫𝒕 ; a and c) and total layer thickness (𝒕𝒍,𝒕 /𝑫𝒕 ; b and d) for a spatial resolution
of 20 cppr. The maximum and final volumes are normalized against the maximum
and final volume of the uniform, isotropic case, and the layer thickness is
normalized against the diameter of the transient cavity.
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Both the maximum volume of the crater, which occurs approximately 20-25 s after impact,
as well as the volume at the end of the simulation show dependence on the thickness of the
interbedded weaker layers. The maximum volume shows a stronger dependence on the
total thickness of the weak layers (regardless of the number of weak layers), rather than the
thickness of the individual weak layers. The maximum volume during excavation, prior to
the collapse of the transient cavity, increases linearly from ~290 km3 (𝑉max /
𝑉max,uniform ~1.02) when layers are thin (total layer thickness ~0.1 km) to ~340 km3
(𝑉max /𝑉max,uniform ~1.20) as the total weak layer thickness increases (~3 km), a 17%
increase over the minimum. A more complex dependence is observed for the final volume;
we observe a 6–7% increase in the final volume as total weak layer thickness is increased
to ~2 km (𝑡𝑙,𝑡 /𝐷𝑡 ~ 0.2; which does appear to be dependent on the number of interbedded
weaker layers). As the thickness of the weaker layers are increased further, the total volume
decreases (to ~130 km3, 𝑉final /𝑉final,uniform~0.99, regardless of the number of weak
layers).
The vertical uplift of the base layer (the bottom layer in the model, underlying the discretely
layered sequence), as well as the thickness of the material overlying the base layer at the
crater centre at the end of the simulation, were computed to determine the effect that target
layering has on the degree of structural uplift and surface expression of the central uplift.
Base-layer uplift and the thickness of material at the crater centre are plotted as a function
of individual and total layer thickness in Figure 2.7.
There is little correlation between base-layer uplift (BLU) and the thickness of the
interbedded weaker layers (Fig. 2.7a). Regardless of the number of interbedded weaker
layers and the thickness of those layers, the BLU is scattered around a mean value of ~1.72
km (BLU/BLU uniform ~1.03), and the largest and smallest BLU for each set (3 weak/2
normal, 4 weak/3 normal, 5 weak/4 normal) only differ by approximately 5% from the
mean value.
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Figure 2.7: a) Normalized uplift of base layer (𝐁𝐋𝐔/𝐁𝐋𝐔 𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ; defined as the
difference between the highest position of the base layer at the start and end of the
simulation) versus the normalized total thickness of weaker layers within the target
(𝒕𝒍,𝒕 /𝑫𝒕 ), and b) the thickness of all material overlying the base layer at the centre of
the crater at the end of the simulation (𝐓𝐀𝐁/𝐓𝐀𝐁 𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 )

plotted against the

normalized total thickness of weaker layers in the target (𝒕𝒍,𝒕 /𝑫𝒕 ). The base-layer
uplift and thickness of material above the base-layer are normalized against the baselayer uplift and thickness of material above the base-layer in the uniform, isotropic
case, and the layer thickness is normalized against the diameter of the transient
cavity.
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The thickness of all material (i.e., material originating from the impactor and the
interbedded layered sequence) above the base-layer at the end of the simulation does show
some dependence on layer thickness; we will refer to this as the thickness above base layer
(TAB) at the crater centre. When the total thickness of the weak layers is relatively thin
(<2 km; 𝑡𝑙,𝑡 /𝐷𝑡 ~ 0.2), the TAB remains roughly constant (~1 km; TAB/TAB uniform ~
1.26) regardless of target geometry (Fig. 2.7b). As the thickness of the weaker layers are
increased further (2–3 km; 𝑡𝑙,𝑡 /𝐷𝑡 ~ 0.2-0.3), the TAB increases to 1.3–1.35 km
(TAB/TAB uniform ~ 1.64-1.70), dependent on the number of weak layers in the target. This
represents a 50%, 31%, and 18% increase as the thickness of the 3 weak, 4 weak, and 5
weak layer models are increased from minimum to maximum layer thickness.
Lastly, we focus on several timesteps for two end-members of a given target geometry (4
weak/3 normal layers) to determine how subsurface layer deformation differs as layer
thickness is increased (Fig. 2.8). In each of the two models, the initial stages directly
following impact (i.e., the excavation of the transient cavity; Figs. 2.8a, d) are largely
independent of layer thickness. There is some preferential excavation along the weaker
layers relative to the normal-strength layers, which is more apparent if we significantly
decrease the coefficient of friction for the damaged weaker layers (from 0.2 to 0.04; Fig.
2.9).
As the transient cavity collapses throughout crater modification (Figs. 2.8b, e), differences
between the two discrete models become more apparent. When layers are kept thin, there
is relatively little collapse towards the centre; as a result, the temporary peak that forms (at
approximately 70 s after impact) is narrow and overshoots the pre-impact surface by a
relatively small amount (~0.85 km). As the thickness of the layers are increased, the peak
formed following the collapse of the transient cavity rim is broader and overshoots the preimpact surface by a more substantial margin (~1.25 km). At the end of the simulation (250
s after impact; Figs. 2.8c–f), the most apparent differences between the two models are the
depth and radius. No substantial differences are observed between the two models in the
deformation of the weaker layers.
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Figure 2.8: Two examples of the DTM with 4 weak (light colour) and 3 normal layers
(dark blue; red pixels indicate material originating from the projectile). a-c) shows
the model with 112.5 m weak layers (𝒕𝒍,𝒊 /𝑫𝒕 ~ 0.01), and d-f) shows the DTM with
675 m weak layers (𝒕𝒍,𝒊 /𝑫𝒕 ~ 0.07), both at 7 s, 70 s, and 250 s after impact,
respectively. a) and d) highlight the approximate maximum depth of the transient
cavity, b) and e) show the state of the crater as modification and collapse occur, and
c) and f) shows the final state of the crater at the end of the simulation.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of transient cavity excavation with differing values for the
friction coefficient of the damaged weak layers. a) In this scenario, little excavation
occurs along planes of weakness (𝝁𝒅 = 𝟎. 𝟐); b) In contrast to a), in this scenario,
excavation is significantly enhanced along the weaker layers (𝝁𝒅 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟒), as is
evident by indentations in the transient cavity wall (indicated by arrows).
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2.4.2

Continuous Target Model

To determine the effect of the anisotropic strength model parameters on crater formation,
and to provide further comparison with the DTMs, we extracted the same information from
the CTMs. Since we treat the ‘layered’ portion of the target as a bulk, anisotropic medium,
we plot the various dimensions (depth, radius, volume, etc.) as a function of the anisotropic
constants used in the Tsai-Hill yield criteria.
First, we plot the depth and the radius of the crater at the end of the simulation as a function
of the N, F, and G parameters used in the anisotropic yield model (Fig. 2.10). The N
parameter was varied from N = 3 (isotropic) to N = 23 in increments of 0.2, while the F
and G parameters were set at a minimum of 1 (isotropic) and a maximum of 23. We
observed the maximum depth (measured at the lowest point of the crater floor) and the
crater radius (measured at the pre-impact surface) as a function of N. As N increases, the
radius increases and depth decreases, producing a larger diameter, shallower final crater.
For the isotropic case (N = 3), the measured depth is ∼0.80 km (𝑑/𝑑uniform = 1) and the
radius is ∼9.3 km (𝑟/𝑟uniform = 1). For N = 23, the radius increases to ∼11.9 km
(𝑟/𝑟uniform ~ 1.28), while the depth decreases to ∼0.50 km (𝑑/𝑑uniform ~ 0.64), a 28%
increase in radius and 36% decrease in depth relative to the isotropic case (blue data in
Figs. 2.10a–b). As the F parameter is increased to 23, the depth decreases to ~0.47 km
(𝑑/𝑑uniform ~ 0.58; red data in Fig. 2.10a); for the G parameter, the depth reaches a
minimum value of ~0.56 km at the maximum parameter value (𝑑/𝑑uniform ~ 0.70; orange
data in Fig. 2.10a). As F and G are increased, the final radii increase to ~10.7 km
(𝑟/𝑟uniform ~ 1.15) and 11.7 km (𝑟/𝑟uniform ~ 1.26), respectively (red and orange data
in Fig. 2.10b). The rate at which the radius increases is dependent on which parameter is
adjusted: the radius increases at lower rate for F relative to N, and as G is increased, the
radii values begin to plateau.
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Figure 2.10: Plots of the normalized depth (𝒅/𝒅𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ; a) and radius (𝒓/𝒓𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ; b)
of the final simulated crater in the CTMs as a function of increasing N, F and G. The
final depth and radius are normalized against the final depth and radius of the
uniform, isotropic case.
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To make direct comparisons to the DTMs, we plot the depth against radius for increasing
parameter values (Fig. 2.11). We fit each data set using a linear-least squares method
(errors in the fit parameters represent the 95% CI). Observing the trend between depth and
radius as each of the parameters are increased, we observe that increasing the F parameter
produces a shallower and smaller diameter crater (d ∝ −0.119D), while increasing the G
parameter produces a larger diameter and deeper final crater (d ∝ −0.047D) relative to an
increase in the N parameter (d ∝ −0.058D):
F parameter: 𝑑 = (−0.119 ± 0.007)𝐷 + (2.98 ± 0.14); 𝑟 2 = 0.9623
G parameter: 𝑑 = (−0.047 ± 0.003)𝐷 + (1.67 ± 0.06); 𝑟 2 = 0.9695
N parameter: 𝑑 = (−0.058 ± 0.003)𝐷 + (1.85 ± 0.07); 𝑟 2 = 0.9565
(2.10)
These trends are plotted alongside the discrete target fits discussed in 2.4.1 for the N
parameter (Fig. 2.11a), F parameter (Fig. 2.11b), and G parameter (Fig. 2.11c).
At approximately 20–25 s after impact, the volume of the expanding crater reaches its
maximum value. We plotted maximum and final crater volume as a function of input
parameter for F, G, and N in Figure 2.12a. As each of the parameters are increased, there
is a corresponding increase in maximum crater volume. The isotropic case has a maximum
volume of ~285 km3 (𝑉max /𝑉max,uniform = 1). As F is increased, the maximum crater
volume increases approximately linearly, reaching a maximum volume of ~300 km3
(𝑉max /𝑉max,uniform ~ 1.06) for the largest F value, while the crater volume increases
according to a power law for G and N (reaching a maximum volume of 380 km 3,
𝑉max /𝑉max,uniform ~ 1.34, and 320 km3, 𝑉max /𝑉max,uniform ~ 1.13, respectively).
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Figure 2.11: Normalized final depth (𝒅/𝒅𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ) plotted against radius (𝒓/𝒓𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 )
for the DTM at 20 cppr (also shown in Fig. 2.5), as well as the continuous target
models. The final depth and radius are normalized against the final depth and radius
of the uniform, isotropic case. Greyscale points indicate the continuous target models
with increasing a) N parameter, b) F parameter, and c) G parameter (parameters
increase from darker points to lighter points). Trendlines indicate the linear leastsquares regression. Note also that layer thickness increases from left to right in the
DTMs.
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Figure 2.12: a) Normalized maximum (𝑽𝐦𝐚𝐱 /𝑽𝐦𝐚𝐱,𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ) and b) final volume
(𝑽𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 /𝑽𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥,𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ) of crater as a function of increasing N parameter, increasing F
parameter, and increasing G parameter. The maximum and final volumes are
normalized against the maximum and final volume of the uniform, isotropic case.
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For the final crater volume, different trends are observed as each of the 3 parameters are
increased (Fig. 2.12b). The isotropic case has a final volume of 130 km3 (𝑉final /
𝑉final,uniform = 1). As the F parameter is increased, there is a steady decrease in final volume
to 110 km3 (𝑉final /𝑉final,uniform ~ 0.84). For both the G and N parameters, the final volume
increases to ~145 km3 (𝑉final /𝑉final,uniform ~ 1.11) when N=9.84 and G=11.56; as the G
parameter is increased further, the volume does not change significantly. As the N
parameter is increased beyond 9.84, the final volume begins to decrease to ~135
km3 (𝑉final /𝑉final,uniform ~ 1.03), although there is more spread in the data relative to the
F and G parameters.
Lastly, we measured the maximum uplift of the base isotropic layer relative to the original
depth of the base layer, as well as the thickness of material overlying the base layer at the
centre of the crater (Fig. 2.13). These measurements were taken from the initial and final
positions of tracer particles near the axis of symmetry of the simulation (close to the crater
centre). Relative to the isotropic case (1.67 km; BLU/BLUuniform = 1), there was a ~10%
decrease, ~11% decrease, and ~11% increase in basement uplift for the maximum N (1.51
km; BLU/BLUuniform ~ 0.90), F (1.49 km; BLU/BLUuniform ~ 0.89) and G (1.85 km;
BLU/BLUuniform ~ 1.11) parameters, respectively. A more significant difference was
observed when measuring the thickness of the overlying material directly above the
uplifted basement layer. We measured 0.79 km (TAB/TABuniform = 1) as the thickness of
the crater floor in the isotropic model, compared to 1.39 km (TAB/TABuniform ~ 1.75; 75%
increase), 1.41 km (TAB/TABuniform ~ 1.78; 78% increase), and 0.53 km (TAB/
TABuniform ~ 1.06; 6% increase) for the maximum N, F, and G parameters, respectively.
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Figure 2.13: a) Normalized uplift of base layer (𝐁𝐋𝐔/𝐁𝐋𝐔𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ; defined as the
difference between the highest position of the base layer at the start and end of the
simulation) versus increasing parameter values for N, F, and G and b) the normalized
thickness of all material overlying the base layer at the centre of the crater at the end
of the simulation (𝐓𝐀𝐁/𝐓𝐀𝐁𝐮𝐧𝐢𝐟𝐨𝐫𝐦 ) plotted against increasing parameters. The baselayer uplift and thickness of material above the base-layer are normalized against the
base-layer uplift and thickness of material above the base-layer in the uniform,
isotropic case.
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2.4.3

Validating the Continuous Target Model

To validate the use of the CTM to approximate the DTM, we made comparisons between
the following sets of simulations:
A large collection of simulations using the anisotropic target model in which each of the
anisotropy parameters were varied independently over the entire range analyzed in 2.4.2.
Two endmembers of the DTM; one with thin weak layers (with a total thickness of 450 m)
and one with thick weak layers (total thickness of ~2800 m).
We used the results from 2.4.2 to narrow the range for the choice of N parameter (as an
increase in the N parameter in the CTM most closely matched the results from an increase
in the weak layer thickness in the DTM); to match the thin weak layer model, N was varied
from 3 (isotropic) to 5, and for the thick weak layer model, N was varied from 20 to 22 in
increments of 0.4. We then varied F and G independently from 1 (isotropic) to 21 (highly
anisotropic) in increments of 0.8 for each of the ranges for the N parameter.
The dimensionless differences in depth, radius, maximum and final volume, and BLU and
TAB for the CTM and DTM were calculated, summed, and sorted to find the combination
of anisotropic parameters that minimized the error between the continuous models and the
thin and thick weak layer discrete models. The N, F, and G parameters, along with each of
the measurements made to the model, are listed in Table 2.
The anisotropic parameters which yielded the best fit to the thin weak layer discrete model
were N=4.2, F=2.2, and G=2.2. For the thick weak layer discrete model, the best
parameters were N=21.4, F=1, and G=5. Each set of parameters used in the Tsai-Hill
criterion provide a match that is within 10% of the DTM across all of the parameters
analyzed in this study.
The best fit match for the thin layer discrete model matches both the depth and diameter
within 1%, although provides a worse fit to the maximum and final volume (3.3% and
5.1%, respectively). The best fit parameters for the thick layer discrete model provides a
worse fit to these parameters relative to the thin-layer model, with both the depth and the
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radius differing by ~6%, and the maximum and final volume by 10% and 6%, respectively.
Both sets of yield parameters provide a good fit to the BLU (1.3% for the thin layer model,
3.5% for the thick layer model), but are less able to match the TAB (9.9% for the thin layer
model, and 6.2% for the thick layer model).
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Table 2: Comparisons between the CTM with best-fit anisotropic parameters, and
the thin and thick weak layer DTM.

Depth (km)
Normalized
Depth
Radius (km)
Normalized
Radius
Maximum
Volume (km3)
Normalized
Maximum
Volume

N=4.2
F=2.2
G=2.2
0.69
0.86

Thin Layer Percent
Discrete
Difference
0.69
0.86

0.1%
--

9.94
1.07

10.0
1.07

0.6%

311

301

1.10

N=21.4
F=1
G=5
0.52
0.65

Thick Layer Percent
Discrete
Difference
0.49
0.61

5.6%
--

12.3
1.32

11.6
1.25

5.6%

3.3%

357

332

10.0%

1.06

--

1.26

1.17

--

Final Volume 133
(km3)
Normalized
1.02
Final Volume

126

5.1%

139

131

6.0%

0.96

--

1.06

1.00

--

BLUBase- 1.70
Layer Uplift
(km)
Normalized
1.02
BLU

1.72

1.3%

1.63

1.69

3.5%

1.03

--

0.98

1.01

--

Sediment
0.95
TABThickness
Above Base
Layer (km)
Normalized
1.20
TAB

1.04

9.9%

1.29

1.21

6.2%

1.31

--

1.63

1.53

--
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Lastly, we observe the same timesteps as plotted in Figure 2.8 to determine if similarities
exist between the subsurface layer deformation in the two models (Fig. 2.14). Since no
physical layers exist in the CTM (it is a bulk layer of anisotropic material), we plot
Lagrangian tracer particles in place of physical layers to facilitate direct comparison with
the DTM. Minor differences are observed in how the layers are deformed upon collapse of
the transient cavity when comparing between the discrete and anisotropic models (Fig.
2.14b-c, e-f). There is a localized zone of deformation (evident by viewing disturbances in
the tracer particle layers; arrows in Figs. 2.14e, f) at a radius of ~10 km in the anisotropic
model which is not present in the discrete model; this becomes further apparent when
comparing against the highly anisotropic case when only N is adjusted (N=22.8; Figs.
2.15a–b). Although there is some deformation in the tracer particle layers when the
anisotropic parameters are kept small (N=8; Figs. 2.15c–d), layer deformation is less
pronounced than for the highly anisotropic case. Aside from these localized regions near
the crater rim, the ‘layers’ (both discrete and visualized) overturn and collapse in similar
ways regardless of whether one analyzes the discrete or continuous models.
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of subsurface layer deformation between the DTM (left
panels) and the anisotropic target models (right panels) at three different timesteps
following impact. a-c) shows the DTMs with thin layers (112.5 m; 𝒕𝒍,𝒊 /𝑫𝒕 ~ 0.01)
compared against the continuous target model with N=4.2, F=2.2, and G=2.2 at t=7.0
s, 70.0 s, and 250.0 s, respectively. d-f) shows the same timesteps but with the thicklayer DTM (675 m; 𝒕𝒍,𝒊 /𝑫𝒕 ~ 0.07) plotted against the anisotropic target with N=21.4,
F=1, G=5. Arrows in e) and f) indicate regions that undergo significant vertical
deformation (relative to that observed in the discrete targets), which is especially
apparent when N is set to very high values. Green tracers in CTM plots are spaced
identically to the spacing of the thin weak layers in the DTM plots.
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Figure 2.15: Comparisons of subsurface layer deformation between the two DTM
endmembers (left panels) and the CTM with maximum N values (N=22.8, right panel
in a) and b)) and small N values (N=8, right panel in c) and d)) at t=70.0s (a, c) and
t=250.0s (b, d). The enhanced vertical deformation at r~10 km is even more apparent
in the maximum N CTMs (a, b) relative to what is observed in the best-fit CTM in
Figure 2.14d–f. The arrows in these plots indicate the same region of highly deformed
material highlighted in Figure 2.14. Green tracers in CTM plots are spaced identically
to the spacing of the thin weak layers in the DTM plots.
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2.5
2.5.1

Discussion
Use of Anisotropic Targets to Approximate Layered Targets

By adjusting the N, F, and G parameters in the continuous models, we produced results
similar to those observed for the DTM with thin weak layers (N=4.2, F=2.2, G=2.2) and
thick weak layers (N=21.4, F=1.0, G=5.0). The depth and radius of the crater produced in
the continuous target were within 1% and 6% of the craters produced in the discrete targets
with thin- and thick-weaker layers, respectively. The maximum and final volume show
small discrepancies between the DTMs and CTMs: for the thin-layer best-fit model, the
maximum and final volume differ by 3.3% and 5.1%, respectively, while differences of
10% and 6%, respectively, are observed for the thick layer best fit model. We can also
compare the runtimes for the CTMs and the DTMs, although it should be noted that these
were simulations were run on a cluster with core clock speeds that ranged from 2.0 GHz to
2.53 GHz, so significant deviations in runtime are observed within each set of models;
average runtimes and the size of the high-resolution zone for each target geometry are listed
in Table 3Error! Reference source not found.. Since the anisotropic strength model
results in higher runtimes (due to increased time spent during the advection step), the 15
cppr CTMs are comparable to the 20 cppr DTMs in terms of computational efficiency. We
note that the resolution of the CTMs can be set arbitrarily; the parameters in the anisotropic
strength model are set independent of the resolution, allowing us to simulate thin layers
without the need for higher resolutions and consequently higher runtimes. For example,
the CTM can be kept at a resolution of 15 cppr and the anisotropic strength parameters can
be set to approximate layers of 100 m thickness; a target geometry with a minimum layer
thickness of 100 m for a projectile with a radius of 750 m would require a resolution of 30
cppr in the DTMs, allowing us to save hundreds of computational hours.
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Table 3: Comparisons of average simulation runtimes for the CTM and DTM target
geometries. Also included is the size of the high-resolution zone in the computational
mesh.
Resolution
Simulation
Set

Average

High-

Minimum

Runtime

Resolution

Thickness (1 cell; 4

(hours)

Mesh Size

cells)

CTM

15 cppr

92

400x255

DTM

15 cppr

51

400x255

50; 200 m

20 cppr

88

533x340

37.5; 150 m

25 cppr

235

666x425

30; 120 m

30 cppr

408

800x510

25; 100 m

Layer
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The most significant differences between the models are observed when comparing the
uplift of the base layer and the thickness of material on the crater floor. Examining the plot
of BLU and TAB for the discrete models (Fig. 2.7) and the continuous models (Fig. 2.13),
the relationships between the uplift and inward collapse of material for the two models are
distinct. For the DTM, the BLU increases to a maximum and then decreases (Fig. 2.7a),
while an increase in N leads to a gradual decrease in BLU (Fig. 2.13a). For our TAB
measurements, the DTM shows little change until weak layers reach a thickness of 2 km,
after which a steady increase is observed (Fig. 2.7b). For the continuous models, the TAB
increases nearly linearly as N is increased (Fig. 2.13b).
Furthermore, there are also regions in the continuous target models (primarily in the suite
of simulations with increasing N) in which subsurface layers undergo noticeable
deformation, as visualized using tracer particles (Figs. 2.15a–b). This deformation is not
present in the isotropic models, nor is it present in the DTMs. The deformed region in the
continuous target models appears to form due to the inward collapse of material initially
transported just outside the transient cavity rim or displaced in the wall of the transient
cavity, which counteracts the outward collapse of the temporary central peak, resulting in
the apparent faulting observed in the crater floor region. It is notable that bedding planes
become vertically oriented at a similar radial distance from the crater centre at the
Haughton impact structure (Osinski and Spray 2005). These zones of deformation have
also been observed in numerical models of Haughton (Collins et al. 2008). Our results thus
support the hypothesis that the area of most significant deformation at Haughton and other
similar-sized craters – i.e., the zone of vertically oriented bedding planes– is due to the
inward collapse of the transient cavity walls and rim interacting with the outward collapse
of the central peak (in agreement with field observations from Osinski and Spray (2005)).
The continuous target models do a reasonable job at replicating the inclusion of weak layers
in the target (as evidenced by the reproduction of final depth and radius, maximum and
final volume, and the BLU and TAB; see Table 2); although there are some shortcomings
(e.g., in the deformation of layers observed at ~10 km when the anisotropy parameters are
set to relatively large values, discussed in the preceding paragraph). The depth-diameter
trend observed when increasing the parameters used in the Tsai-Hill criterion (primarily
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the N parameter), as well as when increasing the thickness of the interbedded weak layers,
are nearly identical (Fig. 2.11). Aside from subtle differences in target deformation (Figs.
2.14, 2.15) and transient cavity excavation (which is more noticeable when weak layers are
set to a lower friction coefficient; Fig. 2.9), the adjustments to the yield criterion correctly
reproduce subsurface impacts into targets with uniform subsurface layering. Furthermore,
although the results of impacts into the discrete layered targets appear to be resolution
independent, there is a minimum resolvable thickness of those layers. To halve the
minimum thickness of the weak layers in the DTMs (say, for example, from 50 m to 25
m), the spatial resolution needs to be doubled (in our case, from 15 cppr to 30 cppr). This
is the main advantage of the continuous target models; the thickness of included ‘layers’
are not specified, and therefore the resolution can be set independent of target structure. By
adjusting the Tsai-Hill parameters appropriately, the crater morphology generated by an
impact into layered targets can be approximated without the need for increasing spatial
resolution or generating a more complex target geometry.
Setting these parameters also presents the greatest challenge in using the anisotropic
strength model: settling on an appropriate choice for the range of parameters in question to
model a given target geometry. For instance, using these anisotropic parameters to find a
best-fit model for Haughton, which possesses a very complex target stratigraphy with many
thin, weak layers interbedded with thicker, stronger layers (e.g., Osinski and Spray 2005)
is a non-trivial task. We provide a range of parameters (N ~ 3 – 22; F, G ~ 1 – 5) that allow
us to fully describe the simplified geometries explored in the DTMs. We suggest that these
parameters be set freely within this range to replicate the target geometry, noting that
increasing the N parameter most closely correlates with an increase in the ratio of weaker
layers to stronger layers within the target (i.e., the total weak layer thickness in our
analyses); F and G can be subsequently adjusted to fine-tune the desired fit. For instance,
in our best fit models, N=4.2 provided a good fit to a DTM geometry in which the weaker
layers made up ~14% of the target sequence, while N=21.4 fit well when the composition
of the sedimentary sequence was ~86% weaker material. However, the target geometries
explored in the DTM are idealized: the weak layers are distributed evenly throughout the
target sequence and are all of equal thickness. Although we do not consider more complex
target geometries in this work (i.e., unevenly distributed weaker layers, targets containing
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weaker layers of varying thickness, etc.), researchers looking to adapt this strength model
to their simulations may use our results and best-fit parameter selections as a starting point.
It should be noted that numerous studies have analyzed stress-strain and failure stress data
from triaxial compression tests of inherently anisotropic geological materials. From these
data, the Tsai-Hill yield parameters may be computed. For instance, Young and Silvestri
(1979) utilized the Tsai-Hill yield criterion to describe the anisotropic behavior of St. Louis
clay. They determined that the parameters used in the yield criterion are F=1.5, G=H=0.5,
and N=4.91. The yield envelope fit to uniaxial and triaxial compression and extension data
of Four-mile gneiss provide temperature-dependent parameters in the modified Tsai-Hill
criterion: the constants varied from F=4.03–5.72, G=2.41–3.25, H=1.76–1.49, and
N=6.23–10.0 between room temperature and 700℃ (Gottschalk et al. 1990). Although the
goal of this study was to explore the range of parameters suitable to replicate the effect of
thin, weak layers evenly distributed within the target sequence on complex crater
formation, we note that the anisotropic strength model could be further validated by
replicating small scale triaxial experiments within iSALE.

2.5.2

Comparison of the Discrete and Continuous Models

For craters formed in anisotropic targets, the final depth and diameter of the crater are
influenced by the parameters used in the anisotropic yield criterion. Examining Figure 2.3,
we note that as N, F, and G are increased, the radius increases while the depth decreases
relative to the isotropic model. However, it is apparent that each of the parameters has a
unique influence on the final morphology; an increase in F results in a shallower, smaller
diameter crater than the same increase in N produces, while increasing G by the same
amount yields a relatively deeper and larger diameter crater. If only one parameter is varied,
an increase in N produces results that are most consistent with an increase in weak-layer
thickness, as seen in 2.4.3.
The observed trends between the depth and diameter while increasing the N parameter for
craters formed in anisotropic targets closely matches the depth-diameter relationships
found while increasing the thickness of the weaker layers for the DTMs. We found that
regardless of which spatial resolution is used, the rates at which the final depth decreases
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and radius increases is most similar to that of the N parameter (Fig. 2.3). In the DTMs, the
average rate at which the depth decreases as a function of diameter is given by d ∝ 0.059D,
which is within 0.3% of the continuous models in which N is varied (d ∝ −0.058D). By
comparison, in the F parameter simulations, the depth decreases more rapidly (d ∝
−0.119D), while in the G parameter simulations, it increases at a slower rate (d ∝ −0.047D).
The slopes of the fitted trend lines differ by 23% and 68% for the G and F parameter suites
relative to the average of the DTMs, respectively. We further note that the 95% CI for the
slope of the fit for the N parameter simulations lies entirely within the 95% CI of the fit for
the slope of the DTMs. The upper confidence limit for the G parameter simulations does
lie within the lower confidence limit for the DTMs, while the 95% CI for the F parameter
simulations does not intersect with the DTMs. Although we cannot statistically rule out
agreement between the discrete target simulations and the G parameter simulations, we
conclude that increasing the N parameter most closely resembles a target with weak layers
that are increasing in thickness, relative to increasing other parameters in the anisotropic
yield criterion.
When the weaker layers are thin in the DTMs (or N is small in the CTMs), there is little
inward collapse of the displaced material in the region of the transient cavity rim. As a
result, the central peak does not significantly overshoot the level of the preimpact target.
In both the large-N CTMs and the DTMs with thick weak layers, the mechanism by which
the transient cavity collapses is qualitatively different when compared with the thin-weaklayer or small-N models. Comparing Figure 2.4a–c and Figure 2.7d–f, as the transient
cavity begins to collapse, the excess material that was displaced in the transient crater wall
and rim region during excavation stage (i.e., material at a radial distance of ~5 km prior to
transient cavity collapse, which occurs ~7 s after impact) begins to slump inwards towards
the centre of the crater, forming a pronounced central peak that exceeds the preimpact
target by as much 2 km. In both the large-N CTMs and the DTMs with thick weak layers,
the peak subsequently collapses back outwards. Enhanced inward movement from the rim
region of the transient cavity, followed by the outward collapse of material from the central
peak has been interpreted from geological evidence at terrestrial impact structures (e.g.,
gravity driven outward movement of beds at the Decaturville structure (Offield and Pohn
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1977)) and in cratering models with a relatively thick sedimentary sequence (Collins et al.
2008). Furthermore, the outward collapse of the temporary central peak material
counteracting the inward collapse of the rim region has been suggested as a possible
mechanism by which peak-rings are formed (e.g., Morgan et al. 2000; Collins et al. 2002;
Osinski and Spray 2005; Bray et al. 2008). We suggest that a similar mechanism, albeit
observed in mid-sized complex craters, can result in a shallowing of the crater without the
production of peak-rings. Lastly, although there is also substantial collapse of material in
the high-F parameter simulations, most of the excavated material remains close to the point
of impact and the resultant crater has a smaller diameter (although the depth is similar to
the high-N parameter simulations due to the collapse of the temporary peak).

2.5.3

Target Layering and Complex Crater Formation

We have shown that our transversely isotropic strength model is able to produce final crater
dimensions that are consistent with the simulations that explicitly resolve horizontal
layering with strength variations. The observations of crater size and volume at various
stages during formation provide additional details regarding the cratering process for
impacts into layered targets. In this section, we discuss each stage of crater formation,
differences that are observed in each suite of models, and general implications for models
describing complex crater formation in layered targets.
During the contact and compression and excavation stages, few differences are observed
in the size and volume of the transient cavity, regardless of which suite of models (discrete
target or continuous target models) or which input parameters are used in the Tsai-Hill
criterion. The radius (~4.9 km) and depth (~4.8 km) of the transient cavity as it reaches its
maximum depth (approximately 7s after impact) both differ by less than 1% when
comparing the minimum and maximum layer thickness (for the DTMs) and differ by ~2%
when comparing the isotropic and maximum N parameter cases (for the continuous target
models). When comparing the shape of the transient cavity between the two suites of
models, however, subtle differences begin to emerge. For the continuous target models, the
transient cavity is roughly parabolic in shape; the floor of the transient cavity at the bottom
of the expanding crater transitions smoothly into the transient cavity wall and the
expanding ejecta curtain. In the DTMs, the weaker layers enhance the degree of excavation
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relative to the “normal” layers, resulting in noticeable indentations in the walls of the
transient cavity. This characteristic was also observed by Senft and Stewart (2007);
although to a greater degree as the weak layers included in their model were significantly
weaker than those modelled here. As the strength of the target material of the anisotropic
layer in the continuous target models was uniform throughout the target, this excavation
pattern was not observed. We conclude that, since the depth and diameter of the transient
cavity are not sensitive to either changes in the thickness of the weak layers, nor the choice
of anisotropy parameter, target layering has little influence (outside of the shape of the
transient cavity) on the contact and compression and early excavation stages. It should be
noted that our implementation of the anisotropic yield criterion does not include anisotropy
in the elastic moduli of the material (although this is outlined by Anderson et al. (1994)
and could be explored in the future). We expect this would not significantly influence crater
formation but would affect the propagation of the pressure wave as a function of direction
within the sedimentary portion of the target, which could possibly influence the excavation
of the transient cavity.
As the excavation flow continues to drive material radially away from the point of impact,
and as the floor of the transient cavity begins to readjust, changes in crater volume become
apparent between the different parameters (Fig. 2.6a). The maximum volume as G is
increased to the largest value is 380 km3, greater than the max volume reached in the F and
N parameter simulations (300 km3 and 320 km3, respectively), and significantly greater
than the isotropic case (~285 km3). This suggests that the G value, which roughly controls
the strength of the target material in the radial direction, has a more significant effect on
transient cavity excavation relative to the other parameters, ejecting more material radially
away from the expanding transient cavity.
As the modification stage proceeds towards the end of the simulation, there is significant
collapse of the crater walls towards the centre. At the same time, the central peak (most
apparent in large N and F parameter simulations, see Figs. 2.4a–c and Figs. 2.4d–f,
respectively) begins to collapse outwards over the crater floor. This leads to a shallowing
of the crater, which is apparent in Figure 2.3a and b, relative to the G parameter and
isotropic simulations (Fig. 2.3c). Furthermore, the crater volumes at the end of the
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simulations begin to diverge depending on which parameter is examined. The max-G
(G=22.8) parameter simulation produces a larger crater volume than either the max-N
(N=22.8) or max-F (F=22.8) parameter simulations do (145 km3, 135 km3, and 110 km3;
Fig. 2.6b). The reasoning for this is evident when examining the formation of the craters
in the 3 different targets (Fig. 2.4); the max-N and max-F parameter simulations have
significant collapse towards the crater centre, leading to a shallower crater relative to the
max-G parameter simulation, which shows relatively little collapse, and therefore a greater
final volume compared to the other two simulations.
The collapse of the crater wall region during the modification stage observed for the maxN and max-F parameter simulations may have implications for our understanding of
complex crater formation in layered or mixed targets, specifically regarding central uplift
formation and morphology. As the N and F parameters are increased, we observed some
suppression of the uplift of the basement layer (10% and 11% decrease in basement layer
uplift, relative to the isotropic case, for the max-N and max-F simulations, respectively);
when increasing the G parameter, there was a slight enhancement of basement uplift (11%
increase relative to the isotropic case for max-G). These results suggest that an anisotropic
target may have a slight effect on how structural uplift occurs in layers at depth (i.e., BLU;
Fig. 2.13a). More significantly, however, is the effect that the crater wall collapse observed
in the N and F simulations has on the amount of material overlying the uplifted basement
layer (i.e., TAB; Fig. 2.13b). In the N and F parameter simulations, the thickness of the
crater floor material was nearly double that observed in both the isotropic and G parameter
cases, where less collapse was observed. These relationships are also observed in the
DTMs; there is less collapse of the transient crater rim and walls when layers are kept thin.
The trends observed in the thin layer models reflect those in the isotropic and large G
parameter cases in the continuous models, and the thick layer models are analogous to the
high-N and -F parameter simulations (similar to the results discussed in 2.5.1.
Grieve and Therriault (2004) attribute the suppression of a central uplift at the Haughton
(D~23 km; sediment thickness ~1800 m), Ries (D~24 km; sediment thickness ~500 – 800
m), and Zhamanshin impact structures (D~14 km; sediment thickness ~300 m) to the
presence of the sedimentary target rocks (cf., Osinski and Spray (2005)). These authors
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also compare these craters against those formed in mixed targets with relatively thin
sedimentary layers which do possess a topographic peak, such as the Puchezh-Katunki
(D~80 km; sedimentary thickness 2 km (Ivanov 1994)), Obolon (D~20 km; sedimentary
thickness 250 – 350 m (Masaitis 1999), and Logoisk (D~15 km; sedimentary thickness
~220 – 660 m (Masaitis 1999)) impact structures; they propose that the thickness of the
sedimentary sequence relative to the size of the impact determines whether a topographic
peak will form. Models conducted by Collins et al. (2008) partially support these
observations; for the best-fit models for the El’gygytgyn (~18 km; entirely crystalline
target) and Ries impact structures, a topographic central peak was identified, while no peak
was observed in the best-fit model for the Haughton impact structure. Although both recent
models for the Ries impact structure (Wünnemann et al. 2005; Collins et al. 2008) predict
the formation of a central uplift, they attribute the lack of topographic expression to the
overlying suevite layer, which eclipses the uplifted basement layer. Wünnemann et al.
(2005) further suggest that the lack of topographic expression observed at the Zhamanshin
impact structure may be caused by the collapse of weak, possibly water-saturated target
material (see Figure 9A-3 for a model depicting this). Lastly, in a model conducted for the
Chesapeake Bay impact structure (D~40 km; modelled with a 1-1.5 km sedimentary layer,
which accounts for the water column and water-saturated sediments (Collins and
Wünnemann 2005)) the collapse of the weakened, fluidized sedimentary layer entirely
obscures any expression of the uplifted basement layer at the surface; they further suggest
that, should the impact have occurred into a stronger, homogenous target, the temporary
central uplift (observed ~130 s after impact) would have remained intact. It should be noted
that comparisons made between observations at terrestrial impact structures and numerical
models are complicated due to erosion. As we are not attempting to find best-fit models for
these specific terrestrial impact structures, we do not take erosion into account. Rather, we
focus on general trends observed for craters formed in mixed targets versus those formed
entirely in crystalline targets.
The results from our study suggest that the uplift of the crystalline basement is suppressed
by the inward collapse of weaker material from near the transient crater rim region in highly
anisotropic (at least, with large N and F parameters) targets, in agreement with both
observations and simulations conducted for several terrestrial craters of varying size and
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complexity. In the highly anisotropic CTMs, the inward collapse of the sedimentary layer
forms a temporary, unstable peak which collapses back in on itself and out over the crater
floor, resulting in little or no topographic expression of the basement layer at the crater
centre; the lack of topographic expression is especially apparent when examining the
thickness of the collapsed sedimentary material (TAB) and the suppression of the uplift of
the base layer (BLU). More work should be done to fully quantify the effect of an
anisotropic sedimentary layer of variable thickness on uplift formation/suppression and
surface expression, especially where easy comparisons can be made (for instance, against
the model done for Haughton and Ries by Collins et al. (2008), Wünnemann et al. (2005)).

2.6

Conclusions

Field observations and numerical studies of craters on rocky bodies (Earth, Mars, etc.) have
demonstrated that the physical properties of the pre-impact target play a fundamental role
in impact crater formation (e.g., Grieve and Therriault 2004; Senft and Stewart 2007;
Collins et al. 2008). It has been shown in previous modelling studies that the inclusion of
weak layers interbedded with strong layers in the target has a large effect on final crater
morphology (Senft and Stewart 2007). However, the inclusion of layers in numerical
models can be computationally challenging. Adding very thin layers to the model requires
a substantial increase in spatial resolution to resolve layers with a minimum number of
cells. In this study, we took a different approach to approximating target layering by
adjusting the yield criterion used in the strength model of iSALE to account for an
anisotropic yield envelope (Hill 1948; Tsai and Hahn 1980; Anderson et al. 1994). By
adjusting the parameters that define the sedimentary sequence’s shear strength in different
directions relative to the orientation of the bedding planes, we sought to accurately
approximate the inclusion of layers in the target, without needing to increase spatial
resolution or include more complicated target geometries.
We introduced a way to track the rotation of material in a given cell. This required
implementing a rotation scheme into iSALE, which was adapted from Vitali and Benson
(2012). We then adjusted the isotropic yield criterion previously used in iSALE to account
for anisotropy in the yield strength of the material (Hill 1948; Tsai and Hahn 1980;
Anderson et al. 1994). Once the anisotropic criterion was implemented in iSALE, we
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examined the role that the parameters used in the Tsai-Hill yield criterion have on crater
formation and final morphology with a suite of models using varied anisotropic parameters
(i.e., CTM). An increase in each of the studied parameters, which corresponds to a
reduction in strength in a given material direction, produces a shallower and larger diameter
final crater; however, an increase in F (corresponding to a decrease in strength in the
direction perpendicular to the bedding planes) produces a smaller diameter, shallower
crater, and an increase in G (which corresponds to a decrease in strength in the direction
parallel to the orientation of the bedding planes) produces a larger diameter, deeper crater,
relative to an increase in N (which increases the materials susceptibility to shear).
Simulations using the anisotropic strength model were compared against a suite of models
with discrete weak layers included in the target sequence (i.e., DTM). As the thickness of
the weak layers were increased, the depth also decreased and the radius increased. The rate
at which the depth decreased relative to the radial increase correlated well with the
relationship observed when N was increased. We were also able to find two sets of
parameters that provided a close match (i.e., within 10% for all analyzed crater dimensions)
to two endmembers of the DTM: one with thin weaker layers, and one with thick weaker
layers. We note that in future studies the selection of the parameters in the anisotropic
strength model provided for these two end-members can be used as an initial estimate when
modeling a more complex sedimentary sequence; for instance, if the ratio of weaker layers
to stronger layers is large, a higher N value should be used, and vice versa, and
subsequently adjusted to achieve the desired fit. Subtle differences in subsurface
deformation and transient cavity excavation exist between the discrete and continuous
target models. The zones of deformation in the annular trough observed in simulations that
adopted large N values appear to agree with field observations (Osinski and Spray 2005)
and numerical models (Collins et al. 2008) conducted for Haughton.
Lastly, increasing the N and F parameter, as well as increasing the thickness of the
interbedded weak layers in the discrete models, leads to a lack of central uplift expression,
and may explain the absence of central uplift at several terrestrial craters observed by
Grieve and Therriault (2004). Future work will analyze the role that the sedimentary
sequence has on central uplift formation, suppression, and topographic expression.
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Chapter 3

3

Transient Cavity Expansion and Collapse in Layered
Sedimentary Versus Crystalline Targets
3.1

Introduction

It has long been noted that there are important morphological differences between craters
formed in sedimentary versus crystalline targets on Earth (e.g., Grieve and Therriault
2004). Observations of terrestrial craters of similar diameter but formed in different targets
suggest that an impact into a purely crystalline target will result in a crater with greater
apparent depth than that formed by an impact into a mixed or purely sedimentary target
(Grieve and Pesonen 1992). Grieve and Therriault (2004) further suggest that the presence
or absence of a central topographic peak shows some dependence on the relative thickness
of the sedimentary sequence in mixed targets. These authors noted that while the 25-km
diameter Boltysh structure possesses a central peak, the similarly sized Haughton (D = 23
km), Ries (D = 24 km), and Zhamanshin (D = 14 km) structures do not. Given the young
age of these structures, erosion was deemed to not be the culprit. Instead, Grieve and
Therriault (2004) cited the observation that these three structures all formed in targets
comprising variable thicknesses of sedimentary rocks overlying crystalline basement, but
concluded that “the lack of a central topographic peak is a more complex (but yet unknown)
function of target and impact characteristics”. The following year, Osinski and Spray
(2005) published the results of an extensive mapping campaign of the Haughton structure,
which revealed evidence for the outward collapse of the central uplift after an initial
compressive phase; the authors proposed that this mechanism could be responsible for the
lack of a central peak at Haughton. In other words, a peak formed initially but then
underwent outwards collapse resulting in a subdued central uplift. Best-fit numerical
simulations of the Haughton structure (in addition to Ries and El’gygytgyn) conducted by
Collins et al. (2008) suggest differences between craters formed in mixed targets can
indeed be attributed to thickness of the sedimentary cover. These authors also credit the
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lack of central peak at Haughton to the inward slumping of the weakened sedimentary layer
during modification.
To summarize, the mechanics that govern complex crater formation in targets with a
relatively thick sedimentary sequence appear to differ from those that govern the formation
of similar-sized craters in purely crystalline targets. Both the terrestrial impact cratering
record (Grieve and Therriault 2004), best-fit numerical simulations of several terrestrial
craters – including those conducted by Collins et al. (2008), as well as additional
simulations done for Ries (Wünnemann et al. 2005), Chesapeake Bay (Collins and
Wünnemann 2005; Kenkmann et al. 2009), and Mjølnir (Shuvalov et al. 2002) – and
general numerical studies analyzing impacts into layered targets (Senft and Stewart 2007;
Senft and Stewart 2008; Hopkins et al. 2019) have all suggested that the presence of
sedimentary layering influences the depth, diameter, and volume of the crater relative to
impacts into a purely crystalline target. Interestingly, observations of craters in the simpleto-complex transitional regime on the Moon further show that subsurface layering in the
lunar mare regions may be responsible for a smaller depth-diameter ratio relative to craters
on the lunar highlands (Osinski et al. 2018). Deep craters in the Isidis Planitia and
southwestern Utopia Planitia regions of Mars appear to have formed in a greater strength
target relative to similar size craters in the surrounding region (Boyce et al. 2006); although
the authors of that study ruled out the possibility that target layering or impactor properties
are exclusively responsible for this observation.
In this contribution, we describe a suite of numerical impact simulations that highlight the
effect of increasing sedimentary layer thickness on complex crater morphology at two
different impactor sizes (diameters of 750 m and 1500 m). To more accurately model the
sedimentary sequence, we used a newly implemented strength model capable of simulating
the effect of weaker planes within the target without the need for explicitly defining layers
within the sequence (Hopkins et al. 2019). We recorded the dimensions of the crater
throughout crater formation, and highlight the relative shape and dimensions of the
evolving crater at three moments in time: (a) when the transient cavity reaches its
maximum volume, (b) when the walls of the transient cavity have fully collapsed inwards
towards the crater centre to possibly form a temporary central peak, and (c) once the major
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motions of crater formation have ceased. In doing so, we have been able to more fully
quantify the effect of sedimentary layering on both the expansion and collapse of the
transient cavity. The implications of the relative effect each process has on the final crater
morphology is then discussed. Lastly, we compare our results with the terrestrial cratering
record, and identify possible extensions of this work to the Moon and Mars.

3.2

Methods

All simulations were conducted with a modified version of the Dellen release of the
iSALE-2D (impact Simplified Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian-2D) shock physics code
(Collins et al. 2004; Wünnemann et al. 2006; Collins et al. 2016). iSALE is a multimaterial, multi-rheology extension to the SALE hydrocode (Amsden et al. 1980). iSALE
includes an elasto-plastic constitutive model, fragmentation models, various equations of
state (EoS) and the ability to model multiple materials (Melosh et al. 1992; Ivanov et al.
1997). iSALE also contains improvements to the strength model (Collins et al. 2004), the
implementation of a porous compaction model (Wünnemann et al. 2006), and a dilatancy
model (Collins 2014). Modifications were made to the calculation of the yield envelope to
account for anisotropic materials (Hopkins et al. 2019). More details regarding the
parameters used in the anisotropic strength model are provided below.
iSALE was used to conduct 120 impact simulations using two impactor diameters (750 m
and 1500 m) and a two layered target geometry (a 0–3.0 km thick sedimentary layer
overlying a crystalline basement layer) to study the effect of increasing sediment thickness
on transient cavity expansion. The impact velocity was fixed at 15 km/s, and gravity was
set at 9.81 m/s 2 . These simulations were run to completion (~200 s, once the depth and
diameter were unchanging) and were conducted at a spatial resolution of 15 cppr.
For the purely crystalline case, the target was modelled as a single layer of (isotropic)
granite. For the mixed-target cases, the sedimentary layer was represented using nonporous calcite, while the basement layer was modelled as granite (using the same
parameters as the crystalline case). In the mixed-target simulations, the sedimentary layer
was modelled using the anisotropic strength model implemented in iSALE-2D (Hopkins
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et al. 2019). In the unmodified, isotropic strength model iSALE calculates the square-root
of the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, √𝐽2 , where 𝐽2 is given by:
2

1

2

2
𝐽2 = 6 ((𝜎𝑥𝑥 − 𝜎𝑦𝑦 ) + (𝜎𝑦𝑦 − 𝜎𝜃 ) + (𝜎𝜃 − 𝜎𝑥𝑥 )2 ) + 𝜎𝑥𝑦

(3.1)

iSALE then compares √𝐽2 against the yield strength Y; if √𝐽2 > 𝑌, plastic shear
deformation has occurred, and the deviatoric stress components are reduced to the yield
surface so that √𝐽2 = 𝑌. In the anisotropic strength model, the square root of the second
invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor is replaced by a modified Tsai-Hill yield criterion
(Hill 1948; Tsai and Hahn 1980), which is defined as:
1

2

2

1

′
′
′
′ )2
′
𝑓𝑇𝐻 = 6 (𝐻(𝜎𝑥𝑥
− 𝜎𝑦𝑦
) + 𝐹(𝜎𝑦𝑦
− 𝜎 ′𝜃 ) + 𝐺(𝜎𝜃′ − 𝜎𝑥𝑥
) + 3 𝑁𝜎𝑥𝑦

2

(3.2)

(note: the primed 𝜎𝑖𝑗 components indicate that the stress tensor has been rotated from the
system coordinate reference frame to the material reference frame). 𝑓𝑇𝐻 is then used in the
same manner as 𝐽2 ; when √𝑓𝑇𝐻 > 𝑌, yielding has occurred and the deviatoric stress is
reduced such that it lies along the yield surface. By adjusting the H, F, G, and N parameters,
the user can change the material yield strength in the three principal directions (𝑌𝑥 , 𝑌𝑦 , and
𝑌𝜃 ) and the shear strength (𝑌𝑥𝑦 ). All details regarding the anisotropic strength model
implementation are found in Hopkins et al. (2019). In this same study, the authors
conducted a parameter space search of the constants used in the Tsai-Hill yield criterion.
They compared these simulations against those which used numerous weak (but with
isotropic strength) layers of variable thickness interbedded in the subsurface to represent a
transversely isotropic target, and found a specific set of parameters (N=21.4, F=1, G=5)
that reproduced the same final crater morphology. The current study makes use of these
parameters to simulate a greater ratio of weaker layers to normal layers within the
sedimentary sequence (see Hopkins et al. (2019) for more details). In all simulations, the
impactor was modelled as granite using the same parameters as used for the basement layer.
For clarity in each figure legend, “C” and “M” are used to denote crystalline and mixed
targets, respectively, while “L” and “S” represent the large and small impactor simulations,
respectively.
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The behavior of the granite and calcite layers under high pressure and temperature are
described using EoS lookup tables. The analytic EoS (ANEOS; Thompson and Lauson
1972) tool is used to generate lookup tables for each material. The input parameters used
for granite are given by Pierazzo et al. (1997), while those for calcite are provided in
Pierazzo et al. (1998). To facilitate the collapse of the transient cavity, a mechanism is
required to temporarily weaken the target rock (Melosh 1989). iSALE uses the “block
model” of acoustic fluidization to provide the necessary weakening (Ivanov and
Kostuchenko 1997; Wünnemann and Ivanov 2003). For more details on the theory of
acoustic fluidization, refer to Melosh (1979). The iSALE implementation of the block
model uses two input parameters to describe the viscosity of the acoustically fluidized
material and the duration of acoustic fluidization in the target. These parameters are defined
in Wünnemann and Ivanov (2003) and are given as follows:
𝑟

𝑇dec = 𝛾𝑇 ⋅ (𝑐 )

(3.3)

𝜂 = 𝛾𝜂 ⋅ (𝑟𝑐𝑠 )

(3.4)

𝑠

where 𝛾𝑇 and 𝛾𝜂 are input parameters defined during simulation setup, 𝑟 is the impactor
radius, and 𝑐𝑠 is the bulk sound speed of the target (taken to be 5 km/s). These parameters
are often adjusted in order to find a “best-fit” model for a specific impact crater. Since we
are not trying to match our simulations to specific terrestrial examples, these input
parameters are fixed across all simulations, implying the same influence of acoustic
fluidization in all simulations with the same impactor size. Parameters used in the
anisotropic strength model (Hopkins et al. 2019), the strength and damage/deformation
models (Collins et al. 2004; Ivanov et al. 2010), and the two parameters used in the acoustic
fluidization model (Wünnemann and Ivanov 2003) are provided in Table 4.
For all simulations we use a combination of pySALEPlot and iSALEPlot (custom tools for
processing iSALE simulations), matplotlib (a 2D Python plotting library), and a series of
MATLAB scripts and plotting tools for postprocessing. The depth of the cavity during each
timestep was measured by taking the average depth over a radial distance of 0–2.5 km. For
plots shown in Section 3.3.2, the depth and diameter were further averaged over a number
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of timesteps (15–20 s, 65–70 s for the small impactor and 95–100 s for the large impactor,
and 195–200 s) corresponding to the approximate time at which the crater reaches its
maximum volume (i.e., the end of the excavation stage, t maxvol ), the time at which the
walls of the transient cavity have completely collapsed and the temporary central peak (if
formed) reaches its greatest height (during the modification stage, t maxpeak ), and the end
of the simulation, respectively (once modification has completed, t final ). The diameter of
the crater was measured at the intersection of the cavity wall with the level of the preimpact surface.
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Table 4: Strength parameters used in simulations. The calcite material was only used
for the mixed-target simulations (i.e., was not used in the purely crystalline case). See
Collins et al. (2004) for more details regarding the strength parameters, Wünnemann
and Ivanov (2003) for definitions of the acoustic fluidization parameters, and Hopkins
et al. (2019) for details of the anisotropic yield criterion and parameters used therein.
Acoustic fluidization parameters are within the range used previously for simulations
of complex impact crater formation (e.g., Rae et al. 2017).
Parameter

Symbol

Value

(Units)

𝜈

Poisson’s ratio

Calcite

Granite

0.30

0.30

Cohesive strength (intact)

𝑌𝑖0 (MPa)

10

10

Friction coefficient (intact)

𝜇𝑖

2

1.5

Strength limit

𝑌lim (GPa)

0.65

2.5

Cohesive strength (damaged)

𝑌𝑑0 (MPa)

0.01

0.01

Friction coefficient (damaged)

𝜇𝑑

0.4

0.6

1750

1673

Melt temperature at zero pressure

𝑇𝑚 (K)

Thermal softening coefficient

𝜉

1.2

1.2

Dimensionless

parameter

𝛾𝑇

240

240

Dimensionless viscosity parameter

𝛾𝜂

0.0833

0.0833

F

1

1

G

5

1

N

21.4

3

time

(Eq. 3.3)

(Eq. 3.4)
Anisotropy Parameters
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Results

3.3
3.3.1

Impact Cratering Processes

During the excavation stage of impact crater formation, the expanding shock and
rarefaction waves generate an ‘excavation flow’. Target rock that is not ejected moves
radially down and away from the point of impact, opening and expanding the transient
cavity. The energy deposited in the target is soon no longer enough to drive excavation;
once the transient cavity reaches its maximum extent, gravity acts to close the cavity (in
complex crater formation). The motion of the target material during the modification stage,
the so-called ‘modification flow’, reverses the downward and outward movement that
occurs during excavation. The transient cavity floor moves upwards, forming a central
uplift, while the transient cavity rim and walls collapse inwards and upwards. These
processes are well understood for impacts into homogenous, crystalline targets (e.g.,
Melosh 1989).
This section highlights the differences that emerge between the crystalline and mixed target
simulations during the excavation and modification stages of crater formation. First, we
visualize the cratering flow-field using Lagrangian tracer particles (Figs. 3.1, 3.3 for the
large and small impactors, respectively). This analysis provides qualitative details of the
influence of the sedimentary layer on the excavation and modification flow. Plots of the
sedimentary and crystalline layers during several stages in the impact process are provided
for additional context (Figs. 3.2, 3.4 for the large and small projectile sizes, respectively).

3.3.1.1

Large Impactor

During excavation (10 s, 25 s, and 35 s panels in Fig. 3.1; 15 s panels in Fig. 3.2) outward
lateral movement in the sedimentary layer is enhanced relative to the crystalline target.
This is difficult to observe when the sedimentary layer is relatively thin (Fig. 3.1a) but
becomes increasingly obvious when the sedimentary layer is thick (Fig. 3.1c). A region of
significant deformation is observed at the interface between the sedimentary and crystalline
layers (indicated with filled-in black arrows in the 10 s timesteps in Fig. 3.1a–c, and visible
but not indicated in the 25 s and 35 s timesteps). Less extreme lateral and vertical motion
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is observed in the basement material when a thick sedimentary layer is present (highlighted
using the ellipse in the 10 s timestep in Fig. 3.1c).
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Figure 3.1: Target deformation in the large impactor simulations, visualized using
Lagrangian tracer particles during 6 timesteps (10 s, 25 s, 35 s, 50 s, 80 s, and 195 s).
In all plots, the blue points are tracers in the crystalline simulation, while the 1.0 km
sedimentary layer simulation is plotted in olive (a), the 2.0 km sedimentary layer
simulation is plotted in orange (b), and the 3.0 km sedimentary layer simulation is
plotted in red (c). Tracer gridlines are spaced 1.5 km apart in all panels. Black arrows
in the 10 s panels highlight the enhanced deformation of the sedimentary layer at the
interface between the sedimentary and crystalline layers. The ellipse in the 10 s panel
in c) indicates a region of suppressed motion in the basement layer of the mixed target
relative to the motion in the crystalline target.
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Figure 3.2: Plots indicating the material type of the large impactor simulations for the
purely crystalline target (a), mixed targets with a sedimentary layer thickness of 1.0
km (b), 2.0 km (c), and 3.0 km (d); the sedimentary material is plotted with the light
colour, while the crystalline material is shown in the dark colour. The rows (from top
to bottom) show the timesteps discussed within the text (𝐭 𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐯𝐨𝐥 = 15 s, 𝐭 𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐩𝐞𝐚𝐤 = 95
s, and 𝐭 𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 = 195 s). In all plots, the bolded red line indicates the profile of the
crystalline target simulation at that timestep. The ellipse in the 15 s plot in c) indicates
the enhanced lateral movement of the sedimentary layer relative to the basement
layer as the walls of the transient cavity expand. Tracer gridlines are spaced 5 cells
(250 m) apart in all plots.
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During crater modification (50 s, 80 s, and 195 s panels in Fig. 21; 95 s and 195 s panels
in Fig. 3.2), the sediments experience enhanced lateral movement back towards the centre
of the crater. Similar to cavity excavation, the region near the interface between the
crystalline and sedimentary layers experiences the largest degree of deformation (indicated
with white arrows in the 50 s timesteps in Fig. 3.1a–c). The amount of horizontal
displacement observed in the sediments is dependent on the thickness of the sedimentary
layer: a thicker sedimentary sequence results in exaggerated lateral movement relative to a
thin covering layer. Furthermore, there is reduced vertical uplift in the crystalline layer
during modification when a thick sedimentary layer is present. For example, the row of
tracers at a depth of 4.5 km in Figure 3.1c experiences the greatest uplift directly below the
point of impact; the degree of uplift attenuates gradually with increasing radial distance.
Examining the same row of tracers in the mixed target simulation there is reduced uplift
directly at the centre of the crater but there is enhanced uplift at a radial distance of 3.0 km.
This trend is less noticeable for thinner sedimentary sequences.

3.3.1.2

Small Impactor

The deformation observed in the large and small impactor simulations are similar, with
some exceptions. First, there is relatively little uplift of the crater floor in the simulations
of the purely crystalline target and those in which the sedimentary sequence is relatively
thin (e.g., Figs. 3.3a, 3.4a, b). When the sedimentary layer is thicker, there is more
pronounced uplift of the crater floor and the greatest degree of uplift appears to be directly
in the centre of the crater. Ignoring the more deformed sediments, the floor uplift in the 3.0
km thick sedimentary target appears similar to the large impact into a purely crystalline
target. Second, the timing of the floor uplift and the inward collapse of the sediments is
disjoint: the floor uplift occurs shortly after impact (this is most apparent during the 15 s
timesteps in Fig. 3.4c–d), while the inward collapsing sediments lag behind (this begins to
occur between 35 s and 50 s; Fig. 3.3b–c). This trend is less noticeable for a thinner
sedimentary layer, where floor uplift and transient cavity rim collapse occur similar times
(35-50 s in Fig. 3.3a).
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Figure 3.3: Target deformation in the small impactor simulations, visualized using
Lagrangian tracer particles during 6 timesteps (10 s, 25 s, 35 s, 50 s, 80 s, and 195 s).
In all plots, the blue points are tracers in the crystalline simulation, while the 1.0 km
sedimentary layer simulation is plotted in olive (a), the 2.0 km sedimentary layer
simulation is plotted in orange (b), and the 3.0 km sedimentary layer simulation is
plotted in red (c). Tracer gridlines are spaced 1.5 km apart in all panels. Black arrows
in the 10 s panels highlight the enhanced deformation of the sedimentary layer at the
interface between the sedimentary and crystalline layers. The ellipse in the 10 s panel
in c) indicates a region of suppressed motion in the basement layer of the mixed target
relative to the motion in the crystalline target.
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Figure 3.4: Plots indicating the material type of the small impactor simulations for
the purely crystalline target (a), mixed targets with a sedimentary layer thickness of
1.0 km (b), 2.0 km (c), and 3.0 km (d); the sedimentary material is plotted with the
light colour, while the crystalline material is shown in the dark colour. The rows (from
top to bottom) show the timesteps discussed within the text (𝐭 𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐯𝐨𝐥 = 15 s, 𝐭 𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐩𝐞𝐚𝐤 =
65 s, and 𝐭 𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 = 195 s). In all plots, the bolded red line indicates the profile of the
crystalline target simulation at that timestep. Tracer gridlines are spaced 5 cells (125
m) apart in all plots.
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3.3.1.3

Cratering Mechanics

Here, we focus on the three time intervals highlighted in Figures 3.2 and 3.4 (t maxvol = 15
s, t maxpeak = 65 s or 95 s for the small and large impactor simulations, respectively, and
t final = 195 s) and four different thicknesses for the sedimentary layer (0 km, 1.0 km, 2.0
km, and 3.0 km) to summarize the mechanisms governing crater formation in each of the
simulations.
During cavity excavation (t maxvol plots in Figs. 3.2, 3.4), the weaker sedimentary layer is
preferentially excavated from on top of the underlying crystalline layer. This is most
apparent in the 2.0 km and 3.0 km large impactor simulations (Fig. 3.2c–d), and all three
mixed target small impactor simulations (Fig. 3.4b–d). While the transient cavity formed
in the crystalline target is parabolic, the increased lateral movement of the sediments results
in a shelf or bench-shaped feature at the boundary between the two layers (this is indicated
via an ellipse in the t maxvol plots in Figs. 3.2c, 3.4b). Comparing the 1.0 km and 3.0 km
sedimentary layer plots in the large impactor simulations (Fig. 3.2b, d, respectively) and
the 1.0 km and 2.0 km plots in the small impactor simulations (Fig. 3.4b, c, respectively),
there appears to be a slight difference in depth which appears to be partially due to
sedimentary rock that lines the floor and walls of the cavity (e.g., Figs. 3.2d, 3.4c–d). Note
that in the large and small impactor simulations, both the crystalline and sedimentary layers
are influenced to some extent during excavation regardless of how thick the sedimentary
layer is (Figs. 3.1–3.4); a simulation modelling a sedimentary layer much thicker than 3.0
km would be needed to observe the behaviour of a purely sedimentary halfspace.
As the transient cavity undergoes collapse and modification (between t maxvol – t maxpeak
~15–95 s for the large impactor simulations), the uplifted basement layer is nearly
completely obscured by inward collapsing sedimentary material for the 2.0 km thick
sedimentary layer case and is completely covered for the thicker 3.0 km sedimentary layer
simulation (Fig. 3.2c–d). Critically, the collapsing sediments do not overshoot the
preimpact surface in the 1.0 km or 2.0 km mixed target simulations, but there is a
prominent, unstable peak that forms in the 3.0 km simulation (Fig. 3.2d). In the small
impactor simulations at 65 s after impact, a peak forms and temporarily overshoots the pre-
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impact surface for the 2.0 km and 3.0 km simulations (Fig. 3.4c–d). Note that material
forming the temporary peak in the large impactor simulations with relatively thick
sedimentary sequences has been severely damaged during excavation and collapse, and as
a result has a yield strength of ~0 Pa (Fig. 3.5); thus, the peak that does form is a prominent
overshoot of fragmented sedimentary rock, and rapidly spreads back out over the floor of
the crater (e.g., compare the t maxpeak and t final plots in Fig. 3.2d).
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Figure 3.5: Yield strength plotted for the 3.0 km sedimentary layer, large impactor
simulation during the 95 s timestep. Rock that overshoots the pre-impact surface
during modification is extremely damaged and fragmented, and has a yield strength
of ~0 Pa.
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3.3.2
3.3.2.1

Depth and Diameter Trends
Large Impactor

In this section, we first present the depth and diameter measurements plotted against both
time after impact and sedimentary layer thickness for the large impactor simulations (Figs.
3.6, 3.7). We also computed the percent change of the depth and diameter for craters
formed in mixed targets relative to an impact into a purely crystalline target (Fig. 3.8).
These results are then compared with the same data plotted for the small impactor
simulations in the next subsection (Figs. 3.9–3.11) to determine whether the observed
differences are dependent on the size of the impact.
First, we investigated the depth and diameter of the craters formed in a purely crystalline
and mixed targets over the entire duration of the simulations (0–200 s) for a range of
sedimentary layer thicknesses (0–3.0 km in increments of 500 m; Fig. 3.6) for the 𝐷𝑖 = 1.5
km impactor. For reference, the crater formed in the crystalline target has a final depth of
0.71 km and a diameter of 16.6 km. In all cases, the depth of the transient cavity reaches a
maximum at ~15 s, shortly before the cavity volume is at a maximum (which occurs at
t maxvol =15–20 s, depending on the thickness of the sedimentary layer; Fig. 3.1a). As the
transient cavity begins to collapse (~20–90 s), the depth decreases. For the mixed cases
with thick sedimentary layers (notably the 2.5 and 3.0 km simulations in Fig. 3.1a),
transient cavity depth temporarily approaches 0 km, which in the simulations is caused in
part by the inward collapsing weakened sedimentary layer that temporarily overshoots the
preimpact surface, and crater floor uplift (e.g., Figs. 3.1c, 3.2d, 3.5). It is worth reiterating
that this is the mean depth near the centre of the crater, and that further from the point of
impact (e.g., a radial distance of 5–10 km during the t maxpeak timestep in Fig. 3.2d) the
depth is greater. By ~120 s, the mixed simulations have achieved their final depth. The
diameter of the mixed simulations increases monotonically over the first ~75-150 s,
depending on sedimentary layer thickness, before plateauing at the final diameter (Fig.
3.6b).
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Figure 3.6: Plots of depth (a) and diameter (b) as a function of time after impact for
the large impactor simulations, with the rectangles plotted during 𝐭 𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐯𝐨𝐥 (15–20 s),
𝐭 𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐩𝐞𝐚𝐤 (95–100 s) and 𝐭 𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 (195–200 s) highlighting the data shown in Figures 3.2
and 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Depth (a–c) and diameter (d–f) plotted against sedimentary layer
thickness for the large impactor simulations. The approximate moment during which
the transient cavity reaches its maximum volume (𝐭 𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐯𝐨𝐥 = 15–20 s) is shown in a)
and d). The interval during which a temporary central peak has formed (𝐭 𝐦𝐚𝐱𝐩𝐞𝐚𝐤 =
95–100 s) is plotted in b) and e). The reduced depth due to the overshoot of weakened
rock observed in thick sedimentary targets during this timestep (e.g., Figs. 3.2d, 3.5)
is indicated with an arrow in b). Lastly, the results at the end of modification (𝐭 𝐟𝐢𝐧𝐚𝐥 =
195–200 s) are provided in c) and f).
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Figure 3.8: The percent change in depth (a) and diameter (b) between the mixed
target simulations relative to an impact into the crystalline target plotted as a function
of time after impact for the large impactor simulations. The same trend towards 0 km
depth during the 95–100 s interval that is indicated in Figure 3.7 is also indicated with
an arrow in a).
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We next step through each of the time intervals described above (t maxvol = 15–20 s,
t maxpeak = 95–100 s, and t final = 195–200 s, corresponding to the boxes plotted in Fig.
3.6) sequentially to fully quantify the effect of changing sedimentary layer thickness on
depth and diameter. The mean depth and diameter during each of these time intervals is
plotted as a function of sedimentary layer thickness in Figure 3.7. To facilitate comparisons
between the various sets of simulations, we also plot the percent change in depth and
diameter observed in the mixed target simulations relative to the purely crystalline target
simulation (Fig. 3.8).
As the transient cavity expands and reaches its maximum volume between 15 and 20 s
(Fig. 3.7a), there is a gradual decrease in the depth of the transient cavity with increasing
thickness of the sedimentary layer (e.g., compare the 4.4 km depth for the crystalline target
to the 3.8 km depth for the sedimentary endmember, a decrease of ~13%; Figs. 3.7a, 3.8a).
This is possibly due to the sedimentary rock that lines the transient cavity at this time, or
the reduced displacement observed in the basement as the cavity expands (e.g., the ellipse
plotted during the 10 s timestep in Fig. 3.1c). Transient cavity diameter, on the other hand,
steadily increases as the sedimentary layer thickness is increased for the mixed targets.
Indeed, when the thickness of the sedimentary layer is increased to 3.0 km, the resulting
transient cavity diameter is ~13.8 km, a percent increase of ~24% relative to the 11.2 km
transient cavity diameter observed in the crystalline target simulation (Fig. 3.7d, 3.8b).
Over the next ~75 s (~20–95 s), gravity acts to close the cavity. During part of this interval
(e.g., ~40–75 s in the 3.0 km case; Fig. 3.8a), the crater formed in the mixed targets is
deeper than the for the crystalline target. Examining the formation plots in the preceding
section (Figs. 3.1c, 3.2d), this seems to be caused by the floor of the crater uplifting earlier
in the crystalline case, and a delay in the inward collapse of the sedimentary layer.
Additionally, there is an inflection in the percent change in diameter versus time plot (Fig.
3.8b) during this interval, which can be attributed to a transition between the outward
movement of the transient cavity walls during excavation, and downward and inward
slumping of the rim during modification. We make our next measurements once the rate
of inward collapse of the transient cavity walls begins to decrease (from 95 to 100 s; Fig.
3.7b, e)). During this interval, the depths of the mixed-target craters with thick sedimentary
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layers differ substantially from the depths of craters formed in the purely crystalline target.
The depth remains nearly constant until the thickness of the sedimentary layer exceeds ~2.0
km. For thicker layers than this, the depth of the mixed-target craters is significantly
reduced and the preimpact level (this trend is indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 3.7b); this
corresponds to a percent decrease of ~100% (indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 3.8a). Crater
diameter during this time interval shows a monotonic increase with increasing sedimentary
thickness (Fig. 3.7e) from ~16.6 km in the crystalline endmember to 22.8 km in the 3-km
thick sedimentary layer target, a percent increase of ~37% (Fig. 3.8b).
When the simulation concludes (195–200 s; Fig. 3.7c, f), the final depth and diameter show
similar trends with sedimentary layer thickness compared to the previous time interval,
with one notable exception. For the mixed-target scenarios final crater depth shows a more
gradual decrease with increasing sedimentary layer thickness relative to the trends in crater
depth at the 95–100 s time interval. The crater formed in the purely crystalline target has a
depth of 0.8 km, while the crater formed in the 3-km thick sedimentary layer case has a
final depth of 0.5 km, a decrease of ~35% (Fig. 3.8a). The diameter of the crater formed in
the 3-km thick sedimentary layer case correspondingly increases to 24.3 km, compared to
16.5 km for the crater in the crystalline target, a percent increase of ~48% (Fig. 3.8b).

3.3.2.2

Small Impactor

For the small impactor (𝐷𝑖 = 0.75 km) simulations, we conducted a nearly identical set of
analyses as described in the previous section for the large impactor scenario. For reference,
the crater formed in the crystalline target has a final depth of 0.80 km and a diameter of
14.7 km. In Figure 3.9, the depth and diameter are plotted as functions of time for a
selection of sedimentary layer thicknesses. Measurements of the transient cavity were
taken at 15–20 s and the final crater measurements at 195–200 s, but the interval during
which the minimum depth/formation of the temporary central peak occurs is earlier in the
small impactor simulations compared to the large impactor, at ~65–70 s. Just as we did for
the large impactor simulations, we step through each of the time intervals described above
(15–20 s, 65–100 s, and 195–200 s, corresponding to the boxes plotted in Fig. 3.9)
sequentially to fully quantify the effect of sedimentary layer thickness on depth and
diameter. The depth and diameter during each of these intervals is plotted as a function of
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sediment thickness in Figure 3.10. The percent change in depth and diameter observed in
the mixed target simulations relative to the purely crystalline target simulation is provided
in Figure 3.11. Below, we highlight the similarities and differences between the small
impactor simulations and those already highlighted in the large impactor simulations.
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Figure 3.9: Plots of depth (a) and diameter (b) as a function of time after impact for
the small impactor simulations, with the rectangles plotted between 15–20 s, 65–70 s
and 195–200 s highlighting the data shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Depth (a–c) and diameter (d–f) plotted against sedimentary layer
thickness for the small impactor simulations. The approximate moment during which
the transient cavity reaches its maximum volume (15–20 s) is shown in a) and d). The
interval during which the walls of the transient cavity have nearly entirely collapsed
(65–70 s) is plotted in b) and e). The trend towards a negative depth during this
timestep is indicated with an arrow in b). Lastly, the results at the end of the
simulation (195–200 s) are provided in c) and f).
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Figure 3.11: The percent change in depth (a) and diameter (b) between the mixed
target simulations relative to an impact into the crystalline target plotted as a function
of time after impact for the small impactor simulations. The same trend towards a
negative depth during the 65–70 s interval that is indicated in Figure 3.10b is also
indicated with an arrow in a).
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When the thickness of the sedimentary layer is below 1.65 km, the trend observed for the
small impactor simulations matches that observed for the large impactor simulations (the
depth decreases from 2.3 km for the crystalline target to 2.0 km for the 1.65 km mixed
target case, a percent decrease of ~13%; Fig. 3.11a). Beyond 1.65 km, the depth of the
transient cavity steadily increases, up to ~2.3 km (approximately equal to the depth of the
transient cavity in the crystalline target). The diameter of the transient cavity follows a
similar trend as the depth; when the thickness of the sedimentary layer is increased to 1.65
km the resulting transient cavity diameter is ~8.7 km, a percent increase of ~28% relative
to the ~6.8 km transient cavity diameter observed in the purely crystalline target simulation.
Further increases in the thickness of the sedimentary layer results in a slight decrease in
transient cavity diameter (~8.2 km, an increase of 20% compared to the crystalline target).
This may be caused by a progressive steepening of the transient cavity walls when
increasing the thickness of the sedimentary layer beyond 1.65 km. Since diameter is
measured at the intersection of the cavity wall with the preimpact surface, this would result
in measuring a smaller crater diameter.
Prior to transient cavity collapse (i.e., ~20–40 s), there is a brief period during which the
cavity formed in the mixed targets is deeper than that formed in a purely crystalline target
(Fig. 3.11a). Just as for the large impactor case, this can be attributed in part to the
difference in timing between the uplift of the floor and inward collapse of the weakened,
sedimentary material. Unlike the large impactor simulations, the percent difference in
diameter relative to the crystalline case increases steadily with time (i.e., there is not as
significant an inflection compared with the trends observed in the large impactor
simulations; c.f. Fig. 3.8b and Fig. 3.11b). Following transient cavity collapse (65–70 s;
Fig. 3.10b, e), in mixed targets with a <1.0 km sedimentary layer the depth remains
constant (~0.8 km). As in the large impactor simulations, crater depth is greatly reduced
for impacts in targets with a thick sedimentary sequence. For a sedimentary thickness of
~1.7 km or greater, enhanced inward collapse leads to weakened material overshooting the
preimpact surface, resulting in a significantly reduced depth (indicated by the red arrow in
Fig. 3.10b). The depth plateaus with respect to sediment thickness when the thickness of
the sedimentary layer is greater than ~2.5 km. The diameter of the crater in the mixed target
cases shows a monotonic increase with increasing sediment thickness until the thickness
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of the sedimentary layer exceeds ~1.7 km (Fig. 3.10e) from ~8.6 km in the purely
crystalline case to 13.1 km in mixed target with a 1.7 km thick sedimentary layer, a percent
increase of ~50% (Fig. 3.11b). Whereas no discernable plateau in crater diameter with
increasing sediment thickness was observed in the large impactor simulations, in the small
impactor case the diameter plateaus for a sedimentary sequence greater than 1.7 km thick,
only increasing to ~13.3 km for a 3.0 km sedimentary layer, compared to 13.1 km diameter
for the 1.7 km thick case.
At the end of the simulation (195–200 s; Fig. 3.10c, f), the final depth and diameter exhibit
a similar relationship with increasing sediment thickness to that observed in the previous
time interval (which was also seen in the large impactor simulations), except that no
discernable plateau is observed in the depth nor diameter with increasing sediment
thickness. The depth gradually decreases with increasing sediment thickness. The crater
formed in the crystalline target has a depth of ~0.8 km, while the crater formed in the
primarily sedimentary endmember has a final depth of 0.2 km, a decrease of ~78% (Fig.
3.11a). The diameter of the crater formed in the primarily sedimentary mixed target
increases to 14.7 km, compared with 8.6 km for the crater in the crystalline target, a percent
increase of ~73% (Fig. 3.11b).
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3.4

Discussion

The inclusion of a thick, layered sedimentary sequence in our simulations changes the
excavation and collapse kinematics predicted by the model that describes crater formation
in a purely crystalline target (Figs. 3.1, 3.3). While the mechanisms describing impact
crater formation in purely crystalline targets are well constrained (e.g., Melosh 1989), we
highlight numerous differences in the flow field during excavation and collapse for impacts
into mixed sedimentary-crystalline targets. During excavation, material directly below the
point of impact experiences less vertical displacement relative to material that originates at
the same depth in a crystalline target (e.g., the ellipse in Fig. 3.1c). Furthermore, there is
significantly more lateral motion in the sedimentary layer as the walls of the transient
cavity expand outwards. Focusing on the interface between the crystalline and sedimentary
layers in the mixed target models (arrows in Figs. 3.1, 3.3) highlights the enhanced motion
of the sediments relative to the crystalline material at similar depths. As the transient cavity
collapses, similar movement (albeit in reverse) is observed; there is increased lateral
motion of the weakened (Fig. 3.5) sediments back towards the centre of the crater. This
provides good agreement to the observations of Collins et al. (2008), who report enhanced
inward motion of sedimentary material during crater modification for numerical models of
impacts into mixed target sequences. Although the basement layer is always deformed to
some extent during impact in our suite of simulations, we suspect that if an impact were to
occur in a purely sedimentary target (i.e., a target with a thick enough sedimentary cover
as to prevent the basement from being influenced by the impact event altogether), the
mechanics would be more similar to an impact into a crystalline target. When both layers
are involved during the impact event (either excavated or uplifted during crater
modification), there is a noticeable deformation gradient between the two layers which
results in a very different cratering flow field (reduced vertical displacement, enhanced
lateral motion).
Although central uplift formation in numerical models of complex impact events is highly
dependent on the chosen acoustic fluidization parameters (e.g., Rae et al. 2017), we do
observe that topographic expression of the central peak is influenced by the thickness of
the sedimentary sequence (Figs. 3.2, 3.4). Grieve and Therriault (2004) suggest that the
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lack of a central topographic peak in terrestrial complex impact craters formed in relatively
thick sedimentary sequences (e.g., Haughton, Ries, Zhamanshin) is due to a “complex (but
yet unknown) function of target and impact characteristics”. For our large impactor
simulations, an impact into a purely crystalline target does produce a central uplift (Fig.
3.2a). When the sedimentary sequence is relatively thin, there is less floor uplift (Fig. 3.1b),
and the weakened, sediments cover a portion of the uplift (Fig. 3.2b–c). In the case of a 3.0
km thick sedimentary layer, the collapsing sedimentary sequence does overshoot the
preimpact surface (Fig. 3.2d), but this peak is drastically weakened and rapidly collapses
and spreads across the floor of the crater (Fig. 3.5). In our small impactor simulations, we
note that the inward collapse of the sedimentary layer can produce a topographic peak only
if the sedimentary layer is relatively thick. The enhanced inward collapse of the thick
sedimentary sequence produces a broad central peak that collapses only slightly outwards
onto the crater floor, leaving a noticeable central uplift composed entirely of sediments
(Fig. 3.4c–d). Impacts into a thinner sedimentary layer (~1.0 km in the small impactor case;
Fig. 3.4b) may still produce a smaller, temporary central peak, but this quickly collapses
and spreads back outwards over the crater floor, leaving no topographic expression. Thus,
we propose that there is a specific range of sediment thickness for which no central peak
is formed: if the sedimentary layer is too thin, it is completely removed from the crater
during excavation and the central uplift is composed entirely of uplifted basement material.
If the sedimentary layer is too thick, the basement layer is uninvolved in the process, and
the central uplift is formed from uplifted sedimentary material. More work should be done
to further understand the kinematics of uplift formation in mixed targets. The behaviour of
peak formation in a target with a relatively thin sedimentary sequence supports the
mechanism hypothesized by Osinski and Spray (2005), who state that “a “peak” may have
formed early on during the modification stage, but subsequently collapsed during the final
stages of crater formation”. Our work also agrees with the simulation for Haughton created
by Collins et al. (2008) in which a central peak does form, but quickly collapses and spreads
back across the floor of the crater.
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In our simulations, regardless of impactor size, an impact into a thick sedimentary sequence
leads to a crater with a larger diameter and reduced apparent depth (Figs. 3.7c, f, 3.10c, f).
With respect to diameter, our work shows that this is due to two mechanisms: increased
lateral motion in the sedimentary layer during crater excavation (Figs. 3.1–3.4, 3.7d,
3.10d), and the enhanced inward slumping of the layered sedimentary material in the crater
wall and rim region following excavation (Figs. 3.1–3.4, 3.7f, 3.10f). The relationship
between the depth and diameter for an impact into a mixed target (with a sedimentary layer
of varied thickness) has been highlighted in previous numerical studies. For instance, in
the study from Collins et al. (2008) the authors showed that the 1.8 km thick sedimentary
layer at Haughton resulted in a ~5% increase in transient cavity diameter and a further 5%
increase in final crater diameter relative to El’gygytgyn (formed in a purely crystalline
target). They highlighted the enhanced inward collapse of the weakened sedimentary layer
as a probable mechanism for the increase in diameter. Our results support these
observations while providing a more methodical exploration into the effect of the layered
sedimentary sequence.
The depth and diameter relationships for craters formed in crystalline versus sedimentary
targets constructed from observations of several complex craters on Earth (Grieve and
Pesonen 1992; Grieve and Therriault 2004) suggest that an impact into a primarily
sedimentary target will result in a reduced depth-diameter ratio (i.e., a reduced apparent
depth and greater diameter). Our results tend to overpredict the final depth or underpredict
the final diameter of the crater (especially the large impactor measurements; Fig. 3.12), but
still show good qualitative agreement with the scaling relations proposed by Grieve and
Pesonen (1992). It is worth noting that these depth-diameter relations are derived using
data from only five impact craters formed in each target type and should be used with
caution.
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Figure 3.12: Depth plotted against diameter for the small and large impactor
simulations. Arrows indicate the direction of increasing sedimentary layer thickness.
Also plotted are the depth-diameter relations for the crystalline and sedimentary
targets proposed by Grieve and Pesonen (1992).
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Additional simulations of impacts into layered surfaces on Mars done by Senft and Stewart
(2007) suggested that the transient cavity for impacts in targets containing weak layers has
a larger diameter than those formed in homogenous, unlayered targets. These authors also
suggested that the inward collapse of discrete weaker layers interspersed in the target leads
to a greater final diameter than the diameter of a crater that formed in the unlayered target.
We suggest that the presence of weaker layers in the pre-impact target – simulated via
material anisotropy in our simulations and as described by Hopkins et al. (2019) – acts
similar to the fluidized, water-saturated sedimentary material observed in marine impacts
events (e.g., see the studies conducted for the Mjølnir (Shuvalov et al. 2002) and
Chesapeake Bay (Collins and Wünnemann 2005; Kenkmann et al. 2009) impacts).
Although Collins et al. (2008) report no difference in the final crater depth, there is a
significant reduction in depth observed in the weak-layer simulations of Senft and Stewart
(2007). Our results agree with the simulations conducted by Senft and Stewart (2007),
suggesting that the inclusion of layers within a thick sedimentary sequence is in part
responsible for the reduced final depth.
As noted at the outset of this paper, it has previously been suggested that target layering
may have had a significant influence on cratering mechanics on the Moon and Mars.
Observations of 28 fresh transitional lunar craters show that craters formed in layered mare
terrains are shallower than similarly sized craters on the highlands (Osinski et al. 2019).
Although our simulations were conducted under terrestrial conditions, similar trends are
observed when comparing our mixed simulations against the crystalline endmember. This
supports the proposition of Osinski et al. (2019) that it is the presence of layering that is
the major controlling factor for differences between craters of similar size but formed in
different targets on the Moon. The current project should be expanded upon in the future
to explore the simple-to-complex transitional regime on the Moon from a numerical
perspective with the inclusion of simulated weak layers within the target (continuing the
work of Silber et al. (2017)) to be able to make direct comparisons with the observational
studies).
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3.5

Conclusion

On Earth, it is apparent that the morphology of impact craters formed in mixed target
sequences (with complex subsurface stratigraphy) or marine environments differs
significantly from the morphology of craters formed in a purely crystalline target. For
instance, both the observational record (e.g., Grieve and Therriault 2004) as well as
numerical simulations of numerous terrestrial impact structures, such as Haughton, Ries
(Collins et al. 2008), Mjølnir (Shuvalov et al. 2002), and Chesapeake Bay (Collins and
Wünnemann 2005; Kenkmann et al. 2009) highlight the role that the presence of
sedimentary layer has on impact crater formation. In this study, we quantified the effect
that the sedimentary layer has on complex crater morphology and showed that both the
depth and diameter of the final crater are influenced significantly by both the thickness of
the sedimentary layer and the presence of weaker layers within the target. By visualizing
subsurface deformation using tracer particles, we showed that the presence of a
sedimentary layer changes the cratering flow field when compared against a crater formed
in a purely crystalline target. More specifically, we observed enhanced lateral flow of the
sedimentary material during excavation and modification and reduced vertical
displacement in the floor of the transient cavity during the excavation stage. The difference
in excavation and modification result in both a larger diameter transient cavity as well as a
larger final diameter. When the sedimentary layer is thick, the enhanced inward collapse
of the weakened sedimentary layer dramatically reduced the final depth of the crater,
resulting in similar results as the fluidized water-sediment layer present for impacts into
marine environments (Shuvalov et al. 2002; Collins and Wünnemann 2005; Kenkmann et
al. 2009).
Finally, it has been suggested, based on the observational record of numerous terrestrial
craters, that the presence of a topographic central peak is influenced by the sedimentary
layer in mixed targets (Grieve and Therriault 2004). For example, Haughton was formed
in a mixed target with a relatively thick sedimentary layer and does not possess a
topographic central peak (e.g., Grieve and Therriault 2004; Osinski and Spray 2005). Our
study demonstrates that a central topographic peak only forms when the sedimentary
sequence is very thin or very thick (in our small impactor suite of simulations). If the
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sedimentary layer is sufficiently thin, it is excavated almost entirely from the transient
crater and is prevented from re-entering the cavity upon collapse by an uplifted basement
ring. In this case, a central peak is formed by the uplifted basement. On the other hand, if
the sedimentary layer is very thick a mobile central peak is formed entirely from inward
collapsing sediments which remain close to the centre of the crater even after the collapse
of the large, temporary central uplift that overshoots the target surface during modification.
For an intermediate sedimentary layer thickness (i.e. ~2.0 km in the large impactor models,
~1.0 km in the small impactor models), no permanent central topographic peak is formed.
A temporary central uplift does form, but it is narrow and quickly collapses, spreading
across the floor of the crater leaving no apparent topographic expression. Subsequent work
should further explore this regime to more fully understand the role that both layers (the
uplifted basement layer and the inward collapsing sedimentary layer) have on central uplift
formation and vertical uplift of material deeper within the subsurface.
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Chapter 4

4

Stratigraphic Uplift and Cratering Kinematics During
Complex Crater Formation in Mixed Targets
4.1

Introduction

Impact cratering is a common geological process that occurs on all rocky bodies in the
solar system. As the energy of the impact increases (either due to larger diameter impactors
or greater impact velocities), the resultant crater morphology changes. Low energy impacts
produce a small, bowl-shaped craters that are referred to as “simple” craters. For higher
energy impacts the morphology of simple craters gradually change, forming so-called
“transitional” craters, which have a flat floor and smaller depth-diameter ratio. When the
diameter of a meteorite impact crater exceeds a certain threshold (larger than the simple or
transitional craters) the impact results in a “complex” impact crater. Complex craters are
generally characterized by a smaller depth-to-diameter ratio than simple and transitional
craters, a central uplift, a faulted crater wall and rim, and a relatively flat crater floor region
containing crater-fill deposits that surround the central uplift (e.g., Melosh 1989;
Kenkmann et al. 2012). The morphology of the central uplift changes with increasing crater
size: central peaks transition to central-peak basins (i.e., an incomplete ring of peaks
surrounding a central peak), and central-peak basins transition to peak-ring basins (a more
complete ring of peaks, but no central peak; see Fig. 1.8 in Osinski and Pierazzo 2012;
Stöffler et al. 2006). As target rocks that are exposed in the centre of the crater represent
the deepest material exposed and excavated by the impact, the total uplift experienced by
this material is termed the stratigraphic uplift (e.g., Grieve et al. 1981). While the basic
mechanics of central uplift formation are understood, there are many details and
observations that remain poorly understood. Most notably, it has long been pointed out that
not all complex craters have a central topographic peak. Grieve and Therriault (2004)
observed that certain mid-sized complex impact craters (diameter of ~10–25 km) such as
Haughton (e.g., Osinski and Spray 2005), Ries (e.g., Wünnemann et al. 2005), and
Zhamanshin (e.g., Garvin and Schnetzler 1994) do not possess a central peak. In all three
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of these examples, the lack of an apparent central peak has been attributed to a relatively
thick, possibly water saturated, sedimentary layer overlying the crystalline basement rock.
Previous observational and numerical studies have attempted to explain how a thick
sedimentary sequence results in the suppression of a topographic peak. For Haughton,
Osinski and Spray (2005) proposed that a temporary central peak did form as a result of
the inward and upward collapse of the weakened sedimentary material; but that this peak
then collapsed downward and outward away from the crater centre, preventing the
expression of a topographic peak at the surface. Similar mechanisms may be responsible
for the lack of evidence for a central peak at Ries (e.g., Wünnemann et al. 2005). In order
to explore the potential effects of target properties, both Ries and Haughton, as well as
El’gygytgyn (a similarly sized impact formed in a purely crystalline target), were modelled
using the iSALE-2D (impact Simplified Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian-2D) shock-physics
code (Collins et al. 2008a; Collins et al. 2004; Wünnemann et al. 2006; Collins et al. 2016).
The models for Ries and El’gygytgyn both produced a topographic peak, but the central
peak in the best-fit model for Haughton was suppressed due to the enhanced inward
collapse of the sedimentary layer initially displaced in the walls of the transient cavity, in
agreement with observations. Similar results have been observed for simulated impacts
into layered targets on Mars: the presence of weaker layers interspersed with normal
strength material suppressed topographic surface expression (Senft and Stewart 2007).
Additional numerical simulations of terrestrial impact events into mixed sedimentary and
crystalline targets presented in Chapters 2 and 3 further highlighted the importance of
considering layers in numerical models with sedimentary sequences; layering can
drastically affect the morphology of complex craters. The inclusion of layers in these
simulations enhances crater expansion and collapse, which increases final crater diameter
and reduced crater depth. Additionally, the amount of uplift experienced by the basement
layer decreases when layers are present, and the thickness of sedimentary fill material that
overlies the basement rock at the end of the simulations tends to increase with the presence
of layering.
In this study, we build upon the work discussed in Chapter 3 to fully quantify the effect of
a layered sedimentary sequence of variable thickness on central uplift formation and the
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degree of stratigraphic uplift experienced by deep-seated material within the target. Two
impactor sizes were considered in this set of simulations (750 m and 1500 m) and impacts
were conducted at a fixed impact velocity into a mixed target in which the thickness of the
sedimentary layer was varied between 0–3.0 km. While the previous study examined how
the thickness of the sedimentary sequence influenced the depth and diameter of both the
transient cavity and final crater, this study will focus exclusively on the mechanics
governing central peak formation and expression, and the uplift of material in the
subsurface. Our analysis involves a twofold approach. First, we introduce a new method of
visualizing the degree of uplift experienced by material within the target (i.e., the structural
uplift field). While this new product provides a valuable tool to visualize uplift in the
subsurface, it does not provide quantitative details. Thus, we also extract tracer particle
trajectories to determine the vertical and horizontal motion of different regions in the target.
To this end, we aim to constrain the precise influence that the sedimentary layer has on
central uplift formation and cratering kinematics.

4.2

Methods and Numerical Simulations

All impact simulations were conducted with the Dellen release of the iSALE-2D (impact
Simplified Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian-2D) shock physics code (Collins et al. 2004;
Wünnemann et al. 2006; Collins et al. 2016) with modifications made to the strength model
to account for anisotropic materials (Chapter 2). iSALE is a multi-material, multi-rheology
extension to the SALE hydrocode (Amsden et al. 1980). Modifications made to SALE
include an elasto-plastic constitutive model, fragmentation models, various equations of
state (EoS) and multiple materials (Melosh et al. 1992; Ivanov et al. 1997). iSALE contains
further improvements to the strength model (Collins et al. 2004), as well as a porous
compaction model (Wünnemann et al. 2006), and a dilatancy model (Collins 2014).
We conducted 120 total impact simulations spread evenly between two impactor diameters
(750 m and 1500 m). The target contained two layers, a 0–3.0 km sedimentary layer
overlying a crystalline basement layer. To better approximate the complex stratigraphy that
may be present in the sedimentary sequence, we use the anisotropic strength model outlined
in Chapter 2. This model is capable of simulating targets in which layers are explicitly
defined in the target geometry while reducing computational burden and complexity.
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Although the strength model is not yet implemented in the public release of iSALE, details
can be found in Chapter 2. All of the input parameters for the strength and damage models,
details of the equations of state used for the sedimentary and crystalline materials, the
parameters used in the acoustic fluidization model, and the parameters used in the
anisotropic yield criterion are described in detail in Chapter 3 (Table 4).
We use two methods to calculate the stratigraphic uplift of material in the subsurface. The
first method uses the initial coordinate field implemented into iSALE as part of the
anisotropic strength calculations (Chapter 2); this method yields a stratigraphic uplift
parameter which, when plotted, provides qualitative information regarding how material is
uplifted from depth. The method for computing the structural uplift field is visualized in
Figure 4.1. In this method, the initial y-coordinate field (ICy) is subtracted from the system
y-coordinate field (C_y), resulting in the difference in vertical position of material within
each cell of the computational mesh. The second method tracks the movement of
Lagrangian tracer particles, which are fixed to the material and track movement throughout
the cratering process. Our method is similar to that used by Potter et al. (2013), but rather
than comparing the tracer depths at the centre of and outside of the crater along a given
row of tracers, we compared the depth at the end of the simulation with the initial depth for
each of the tracers in our model. This method allows us to model the maximum structural
uplift at any given depth or radius without the need for predetermining which row or
column of tracers we wish to analyze. The tracer method provides a more quantitative
analysis of structural uplift than that provided by the initial coordinate method. More
specifically, we extract every tracer particle within our computational mesh, exclude those
outside of our region of interest (i.e., remove tracers in the wall and rim regions), and sort
them according to vertical displacement (𝑦𝑓 − 𝑦𝑖 ). We then only consider the tracers within
the target that have experienced the greatest vertical displacement. This method also allows
us to extract several other parameters (i.e., total distance traveled, net displacement),
providing valuable insight into the cratering flow field. This process is visualized in Figure
4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Calculation of structural uplift using initial coordinate field. a) Plot of the
system y-coordinate field, which contains the y-position of each cell in the mesh
(which stays fixed throughout the simulation). The colour gradient indicates the value
of the y-coordinate; yellow indicates values greater than -1.5 km, while purple
indicates values less than -3.5 km. b) Plot of the initial y-coordinate field, which tracks
the initial position of material throughout the simulation. The colours in this subplot
represent the same values as those in a). c) The structural uplift field, which is
produced by subtracting the initial y-coordinate field from the system y-coordinate
field.
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Figure 4.2: Trajectories followed by three Lagrangian tracer particles during one of
the simulations discussed later in this study. The initial and final position are
indicated for the blue-coloured tracer trajectory. The calculation of total vertical
distance (|𝒚𝟏 − 𝒚𝟎 | + ⋯ + |𝒚𝟐𝟎𝟎 − 𝒚𝟏𝟗𝟗 |) and total horizontal distance (|𝒙𝟏 − 𝒙𝟎 | +
⋯ + |𝒙𝟐𝟎𝟎 − 𝒙𝟏𝟗𝟗 |) are illustrated for the green-coloured tracer trajectory. The
vertical displacement (𝒚𝟐𝟎𝟎 − 𝒚𝟎) and horizontal displacement (𝒙𝟐𝟎𝟎 − 𝒙𝟎 ) are
indicated for the red-coloured tracer trajectory. Each of these quantities in detail in
Section 4.3.3.
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4.3
4.3.1

Results
Structural Uplift Field

To understand how the addition of a sedimentary sequence influences structural uplift, we
begin by analyzing the structural uplift field and target deformation near the centre of the
crater 195 s after impact (i.e., once the dimensions of the crater remain unchanging and
crater formation has largely ceased; Figs. 4.3, 4.4 for the large and small impactor
simulations, respectively). For simplicity, we focus on five target geometries: a purely
crystalline target (Figs. 4.3a, 4.4a), and mixed targets with sedimentary layers between
0.75 km and 3.0 km thick in increments of 0.75 km (Figs. 4.3b–e, 4.4b–e). We first focus
on the large impactor simulations before discussing the small impactor suite.
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Figure 4.3: A comparison of the subsurface deformation in the a) crystalline target,
and mixed targets with b) 0.75 km, c) 1.5 km, d) 2.25 km, and e) 3.0 km sedimentary
layers for the large impactor simulations. The left panels in each plot show the
sedimentary material plotted in dark grey and crystalline material plotted in light
grey. Target deformation is visualized using a grid of Lagrangian tracer lines (spaced
every 5 lines or 250 m). The right panels in each plot show the stratigraphic uplift
field. Reds indicate highly uplifted regions in the target while blues indicate material
that either hasn’t experienced any uplift or that has been depressed during crater
formation.
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Figure 4.4: A comparison of the subsurface deformation in the a) crystalline target,
and mixed targets with b) 0.75 km, c) 1.5 km, d) 2.25 km, and e) 3.0 km sedimentary
layers for the small impactor simulations. The left panels in each plot show the
sedimentary material plotted in dark grey and crystalline material plotted in light
grey. Target deformation is visualized using a grid of Lagrangian tracer lines (spaced
every 5 lines or 125 m). The right panels in each plot show the stratigraphic uplift
field. Reds indicate highly uplift regions in the target while blues indicate material
that either hasn’t experienced any uplift (or that has been depressed during crater
formation).
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In our simulations of a large impact into a purely crystalline target, there is a region of
highly uplifted material up to ~1.0 km depth directly below the point of impact (Fig. 4.3a).
According to the structural uplift field, this region has experienced a vertical displacement
in excess of 1.3 km. The amount of uplift attenuates gradually with increasing depth and
radius, approaching 0 km at a radial distance of ~5.0 km from the point of impact. The
addition of a thin sedimentary layer results in a slight decrease in structural uplift when
compared against the crystalline case (Fig. 4.4b–c). Observing the left panels in these plots,
an apparent difference compared to the purely crystalline case is the disruption of tracers
in this central region. It is notable that the sedimentary infill does not completely obscure
the basement layer in these simulations (refer also to Fig. 3.2 in 3.3.1.1). When a 1.5 km
thick sedimentary layer is modelled, there is a region of increased structural uplift at ~2.0
km depth that is noticeable and not present for thinner sedimentary layers.
For impacts into mixed targets with thicker sedimentary sequences (2.25 km and 3.0 km;
Fig. 4.3d–e), the structural uplift field is noticeably different compared to the crystalline
case or the mixed target cases with relatively thin sedimentary sequences discussed above.
First, the sedimentary target rocks entirely obscure the basement. This region is heavily
deformed and highly uplifted according to the structural uplift field. The area of highly
uplifted material at a radial distance of ~2.0 km that was observed in the 1.5 km mixed
target case is even more pronounced for the 2.25 km and 3.0 km cases. Focusing on the
region directly below the point of impact at a depth of ~2.0–4.0 km, the basement layer
seems to have experienced less uplift compared to basement material at similar depths in
the crystalline target.
The structural uplift field in our small impactor suite of simulations (Fig. 4.4) differs
significantly compared to the large impactor suite. In the purely crystalline case, or when
the sedimentary layer is relatively thin (0 km and 0.75 km sedimentary layers; Fig. 4.4a–
b), there is a small zone of uplifted material on the floor of the crater near the centre of the
crater. The floor of the crater is completely flat in these two simulations, and when a 0.75
km sedimentary layer is modelled in the target, no sediments are present in the cavity
following crater formation. Material in this region has experienced a maximum vertical
displacement of ~400–500 m in the crystalline case, and ~200–300 m in the 0.75 km
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sedimentary layer case. The uplifted region does not extend deep into the target and
attenuates quickly with increasing radial distance from the impact site. Interestingly, there
is a region of relatively highly uplifted material in the walls of the crater formed in the
crystalline target.
For thicker sedimentary sequences (1.5–3.0 km; Fig. 4.4c–e), the uplift field changes
dramatically relative to the thin sedimentary layer and crystalline cases. There is an
extended region of highly uplifted material (vertical displacement in excess of 700 m) at
the surface near the centre of the crater in all three of these simulations, which corresponds
to sediments that have collapsed back towards the centre of the crater, entirely covering the
uplifted basement. There is highly uplifted material that appears to have spread across the
floor of the crater. The structural uplift field in the 2.25 km and 3.0 km large impactor cases
and the 1.5 km and 2.25 km small impactor cases (Figs. 4.3d–e, 4.4c–d) show similar
patterns. Specifically, there is a highly uplifted zone away from the centre of the crater (at
a radial distance of ~150 m in the 1.5 km small impactor case and ~400 m in the 2.25 km
case) which is not present for thinner sedimentary sequences. Interestingly, this trend does
not continue for the 3.0 km thick sedimentary sequence (Fig. 4.4e). The structural uplift
field plotted for that simulation shows substantial uplift up to ~3.0 km depth. In this
simulation the structural uplift attenuates gradually with increasing radial distance from the
point of impact; the most uplifted material is primarily located near the centre of the crater
directly below the point of impact.
While the structural uplift field provides valuable insight into the influence of a
sedimentary layer on structural uplift, it is difficult to draw quantitative conclusions from
these visualizations alone. We now shift our focus to the motion of tracer particles within
the subsurface so that we can provide a more thorough explanation of the processes that
result in the uplift field plotted in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Specifically, we hope to show that
both methods (the structural uplift field and tracer trajectory tracking methods) produce
consistent results.
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4.3.2

Tracer Particle Trajectories

To fully understand the processes that influence structural uplift in mixed targets, we now
focus our analysis on the tracer particles within the target layers that have experienced the
most significant vertical displacement (Figs. 4.5, 4.6). For each simulation, the entire tracer
array is exported and for each tracer the vertical displacement is calculated. The array is
then sorted by vertical displacement and truncated so that the 200 tracer particles that have
experienced the greatest stratigraphic uplift are considered. The remainder of this section
will discuss the highly uplifted subset of the tracer cloud.
Beginning with the large impactor set of simulations, we note that for an impact into a
crystalline target or a target with a thin sedimentary layer (Fig. 4.5a–c), the most uplifted
tracers originate close to the symmetry axis at a depth of ~2–3.5 km in the basement layer.
During excavation, these tracers are displaced downward in the floor of the transient cavity.
As the transient cavity collapses and the floor begins to uplift, these tracers move inwards
and upwards with the deforming floor. In the simulations with the 0.75 km and 1.5 km
thick sedimentary layers, there are some tracers that move laterally outward near the end
of their trajectory. At the end of the simulation, the final depth of most of the tracers is ~1–
2.5 km, and there is little difference in the horizontal position when compared to the initial
time step.
For large impacts into a mixed target with a thicker sedimentary sequence, the kinematics
of the highly uplifted tracers changes dramatically in comparison to targets with thin
sedimentary layers (Fig. 4.5d–e). While many of the tracers show similar trajectories to the
target geometries discussed in the preceding paragraph, there is a subset of the tracer
particles that originate at slightly shallower depths (~2 km and ~2.5–3.0 km in the 2.25 km
and 3.0 km thick sedimentary targets) and are clustered near the interface between the
sedimentary and crystalline layers. As the transient cavity is excavated, these select tracer
particles undergo significant horizontal displacement. When the transient cavity reaches its
maximum volume, these tracers are at the base of the expanding wall of the transient cavity.
As the sedimentary layer collapses back towards the crater centre, the material at the base
of the transient cavity wall moves back inwards and upwards, ending up at a radial distance
of ~1.5–2.0 km and a depth of ~1.5 km.
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Figure 4.5: Trajectories of 200 tracer particles that have experienced the greatest
vertical displacement in the large impactor simulations. The simulated impact into a
purely crystalline target is plotted in a), while columns b)–e) show the mixed target
simulations with 0.75–3.0 km thick sedimentary layers (increasing by 0.75 km each
column). The first three rows show the positions of the tracers at 0, 15, and 200 s,
while the last row shows the trajectories of the tracers between 0 and 200 s.
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Figure 4.6: Trajectories of 200 tracer particles that have experienced the greatest
vertical displacement in the small impactor simulations. The simulated impact into a
purely crystalline target is plotted in a), while columns b)–e) show the mixed target
simulations with 0.75–3.0 km thick sedimentary layers (increasing by 0.75 km each
column). The first three rows show the positions of the tracers at 0, 15, and 200 s,
while the last row shows the trajectories of the tracers between 0 and 200 s.
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In our small impactor suite of simulations, we note a dramatic difference in tracer motion
when comparing the trajectories in targets with either no sediments or a thin sedimentary
layer and those with relatively thick sedimentary sequences (Fig. 4.6). For the crystalline
target and the 0.75 km mixed target case (Fig. 4.6a–b), the most highly uplifted material
originates at a depth of ~0.5 km–1 km, and extends between a radial distance of ~0.5 km
and ~2.5 km. During excavation, this material moves outward and upward, occupying a
similar region at the base of the expanding transient cavity wall that we observed in the
large impactor simulations with thick sedimentary layers. Unlike those simulations, this
material experiences very little lateral motion during transient cavity collapse and remains
in the crater walls and rim region once crater formation finishes.
Focusing on the 1.5 km and 2.25 km mixed target simulations (Fig. 4.6c–d), we observe
similar movement as we saw in the large impactor simulations with thick sedimentary
layers (Fig. 4.5d–e). Tracers originating near the interface between the sedimentary and
crystalline layers are excavated and exposed near the base of the transient cavity wall. This
material collapses back towards the crater centre during modification, coming to rest at a
radial distance of ~0.5–1 km. In the 1.5 km mixed target case (Fig. 4.6c), there are some
tracers that undergo only vertical motion (i.e., tracers originate near the symmetry axis, are
displaced downward in the floor of the transient cavity and move back upwards during
crater modification). We further note that less lateral motion is observed in these tracers
when the sedimentary layer is thicker than 2.25 km. For instance, in the 3.0 km mixed
target simulation (Fig. 4.6e), there is significantly less outward lateral motion observed
during excavation, and most of the tracers remain close to the centre of the crater after
formation has ceased.
Analyzing the motion of these tracer particles reveals fundamental differences in cratering
kinematics for impacts into a crystalline target versus a target with a thick sedimentary
layer. The remainder of this section will focus on an in-depth numerical analysis of these
select tracer particles.
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4.3.3

Tracer Analysis

In the preceding subsection, we discussed the effect that a sedimentary layer of variable
thickness has on the movement of highly uplifted material in the target. In this subsection,
we attempt to quantify these results. Specifically, we plot the horizontal and vertical
displacement (i.e., the initial x and y positions subtracted from the final x and y positions,
respectively) and horizontal and vertical distance (i.e., the sum of the total distance
travelled by the tracer particles during crater formation in the x and y directions,
respectively) as a function of sedimentary layer thickness (Figs. 4.7, 4.8).
Focusing first on the large impactor simulations, we note that the mean vertical
displacement (i.e., the structural uplift) experienced by the tracers generally increases with
increasing sedimentary layer thickness (Fig. 4.7a). When the sedimentary layer is thinner
than ~1.5 km, the mean vertical displacement remains nearly constant at approximately 1–
1.2 km. For thicker sedimentary sequences, we note a gradual increase in vertical
displacement, up to ~2.0 km for the 3.0 km thick sedimentary layer case. Similar trends are
observed in the other parameters as well: when the sedimentary layer is thinner than ~1.5–
2.0 km, each of the other parameters (vertical distance, and horizontal displacement and
distance) remains approximately constant and then changes (either increases or decreases)
dramatically for craters formed in targets with thicker sedimentary sequences (Fig. 4.7b–
d). Tracer motion in the crystalline target or targets with thin sedimentary layers is
characterized by high total distance travelled in the vertical direction (~7 km; Fig. 4.7b),
nearly no horizontal displacement (~0 km; Fig. 4.7c) and little total horizontal distance
travelled (~2.0 km; Fig. 4.7d). For simulations with thicker sedimentary targets, less
vertical distance (as low as ~4.0 km) but more horizontal distance (up to ~6.0 km) is
observed (Fig. 4.7b, d). When the sedimentary layer is approximately ~2.0 km thick, there
is enhanced outward movement of the highly uplifted tracer particles (which experience a
horizontal displacement up to ~0.4 km; Fig. 4.7c). However, this changes to net inward
motion for thicker sedimentary sequences (i.e., up to ~0.25 km; Fig. 4.7c).
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Figure 4.7: a) Mean vertical displacement, b) mean vertical distance, c) mean
horizontal displacement, and d) mean horizontal distance plotted as functions of
sedimentary layer thickness for the large impactor simulations.
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Figure 4.8: a) Mean vertical displacement, b) mean vertical distance, c) mean
horizontal displacement, and d) mean horizontal distance plotted as functions of
sedimentary layer thickness for the small impactor simulations.
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The results of the small impactor simulations show a similar divide between targets with
thin sedimentary sequences and those with thicker sedimentary layers (Fig. 4.8). For the
impact into a purely crystalline target, or a target with a thin sedimentary cover, tracers
experience relatively little uplift (~0.4–0.6 km; Fig. 4.8a) but travel long distances in the
vertical direction (4–6 km; Fig. 4.8b). These tracers experience net lateral movement away
from the point of impact (~2–3.5 km; Fig. 4.8c) and travel relatively long distances in the
horizontal direction over the duration of the simulation (~6–9.5 km; Fig. 4.8d). For impacts
into mixed targets with thicker sedimentary layers, there is a gradual increase in vertical
displacement/structural uplift (increasing to ~1.4–1.6 km; Fig. 4.8a). There is a sharp
decrease in total vertical distance travelled when the thickness of the sedimentary layer is
increased beyond 1.1 km (vertical distance decreases from ~5.5 km to ~2.0 km); including
a thicker sedimentary layer in the simulations results in a gradual increase in vertical
distance (from ~2.0 km up to ~4.0 km in the 3.0 km mixed target case; Fig. 4.8b). Similar
trends are observed for net horizontal displacement and total horizontal distance. Motion
switches from a net outward movement (~3.25 km in the 1.0 km sedimentary layer case)
to a net inward motion (~0.5 km for the ~1.5 km sedimentary layer case). For targets with
thick (3.0 km) sedimentary layers, there is no net horizontal motion (Fig. 4.8c). Lastly, the
total horizontal distance travelled is ~4.0–5.0 km for the 1.5 km mixed target simulation;
this decreases to ~3.0 km for the thickest sedimentary layer considered in this study.

4.4

Discussion and Conclusions

The kinematic flow during the formation of a complex impact crater in purely crystalline
targets is relatively well understood. During crater excavation, the passage of the shock
and rarefaction waves in the target cause material to move outward and downward away
from the point of impact (e.g., Melosh 1989). This motion is called the excavation flow
and results in the expansion of the transient cavity (Dence 1968; Grieve and Cintala 1981;
Melosh 1989). Once the kinetic energy deposited in the target is no longer sufficient to
drive the excavation flow, gravity acts to close the cavity. The floor of the transient cavity
begins to rise; material in in the floor of the transient crater that is not at the direct centre
of the cavity tends to migrate inwards towards the crater centre. The inward and upward
motion of material in the centre of the cavity creates a mass deficit, resulting in the inward
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and downward slumping and collapse of the crater wall and rim. The converging, inward
motion during crater collapse is called the modification flow (e.g., Wilshire and Howard
1968; Wilson and Stearns 1968; Gault et al. 1968; Offield and Pohn 1977; Melosh 1989;
Milton et al. 1996).
Due to the upward movement of the crater floor during modification (i.e., the formation of
the central uplift), it is expected that material directly in the centre of the crater has
experienced the greatest stratigraphic uplift. In our simulations, we note that the region of
maximum uplift observed in craters formed in crystalline targets is indeed directly in the
centre of the crater (Figs. 4.3a, 4.4a). In the simulation of a 1.5 km diameter (i.e., large)
impactor into a crystalline target, we note that the most highly uplifted material originated
directly below the point of impact, was displaced downward during excavation, and moved
back upwards during collapse (Fig., 4.5a). This region has been stratigraphically uplifted
by ~1.2 km and has not migrated significantly inward or outward (i.e., a net horizontal
displacement of ~0 km; Fig. 4.7a, c). Tracer trajectories (Fig. 4.5a) and the relatively high
total vertical distance traversed (~7.0 km; Fig. 4.7b) and low horizontal distance travelled
(~2.0 km) imply that the motion of these highly uplifted tracer particles is primarily in the
vertical direction.
Our analysis of the highly uplifted tracer particles in our large impactor simulations show
that a thick sedimentary layer in the target sequence tends to reduce the total vertical
distance and increase total horizontal distance travelled relative to an impact into a purely
crystalline target (Fig. 4.7b, d). Most notably, the mean vertical displacement (i.e., the
stratigraphic uplift) observed in simulation with the 3.0 km thick sedimentary layer is ~2.0
km (Fig. 4.7a), an increase of ~70%. The tracer trajectories plotted in Figure 4.5d, e suggest
this is primarily due to a region of material that originates near the interface between the
sedimentary and crystalline layers that undergoes significant deformation and lateral
movement. Particles in this region are displaced during excavation and occupy a zone near
the base of the expanding transient cavity wall (Fig. 4.5d–e). During collapse, the enhanced
inward motion of the weakened sedimentary layer (refer to Chapter 3 for a thorough
exploration of this phenomenon) moves the particles back inwards towards the centre. It is
notable that these highly uplifted tracer particles do not flow back to the exact centre of the
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crater; rather, they occupy a region at a radial distance of roughly ~2.0 km from the point
of impact once crater formation has ceased. This corresponds well with the region of high
SU values in our plot of the structural uplift field (Fig. 4.3d–e), suggesting both methods
yield consistent results. Material in this area has experienced the greatest net vertical
displacement compared to other regions in the subsurface (red-coloured tracers in
Fig.4.5d–e). Ultimately, the inclusion of a thick sedimentary layer in the target sequence
of our simulations promotes lateral motion (i.e., horizontal distance) of highly uplifted
tracer particles in the target, reduces vertical distance, but increases stratigraphic uplift (i.e.,
vertical displacement) when compared against a similarly sized crater formed in a
crystalline target. It is also notable that a similar trend between stratigraphic uplift and the
transient and final crater diameter is observed for both the small and large impactor
simulations (Figs. 4.7a, 4.8a, 4.9), although a greater stratigraphic uplift (~factor of 2
increase) is predicted in the large impactor simulations at a given scaled crater diameter
(Figs. 4.9c–d). While we only focus on two impactor sizes in this study, future work could
conduct more simulations at additional impactor sizes to determine whether a similar trend
between stratigraphic uplift and diameter is observed for larger- or smaller-sized impacts.
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Figure 4.9: Mean vertical displacement (i.e., stratigraphic uplift) plotted against the
a) the transient crater diameter, and b) the final crater diameter. The mean vertical
displacement is also plotted against the scaled transient and final crater diameter in
c) and d), respectively. In these plots, the diameter is scaled to the impactor size (i.e.,
𝑫/𝑳𝒊 ).
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The craters formed in our small impactor simulations with either no or thin sedimentary
layers (<1.1 km thick) are morphologically distinct from the craters formed in the large
impactor simulations or in the small impactor simulations with thicker sedimentary layers.
They have relatively flat floors, no apparent topographic peak, and larger depth/diameter
ratios. As such, these craters do not appear to be complex craters but instead conform to
the definition of transitional craters (e.g. Osinski et al. 2019), despite having rim diameters
of ~8.5 to 12.9 km. While there is a region with high SU values near the centre of the crater
formed in the crystalline target (Fig. 4.4a), the most highly uplifted tracer particles are
partially excavated in the wall of the transient cavity and remain there through crater
collapse (Fig. 4.6a–b). Since these simulations provide relatively little additional insight
into the cratering flow field and uplift formation, they will not be discussed further.
Focusing on the tracer trajectories in the small impactor simulations with thick sedimentary
sequences (Fig. 4.6c–e), we note similarities exist between the small impact simulation into
the 1.5 km mixed target case (Fig. 4.6c) and the large impact simulation in the 3.0 km
mixed target case (Fig. 4.5e). Interestingly, further increases in the extent of the
sedimentary sequence (i.e., the 2.25 km and 3.0 km mixed target cases in the small impactor
suite of simulations) leads to an increase in vertical distance and a decrease in horizontal
distance (this trend is opposite what was observed in the large impactor suite of
simulations). The small impactor simulations that model very thick sedimentary sequences
begin to resemble the large impact simulation in the crystalline target case (c.f. Fig. 4.5a
and Fig. 4.6e). Our results therefore suggest that if an impact were to occur in a purely
sedimentary target (i.e., a target sequence in which the crystalline basement layer would
be entirely unaffected during the impact process), the kinematics of uplift formation would
be similar to an impact in a purely crystalline target. While we chose to consider a realistic
range for the thickness of the sedimentary layer, future extensions to this work could
analyze impacts into even thicker sedimentary sequences to determine whether this
hypothesis holds true.
Numerous studies have pointed to target heterogeneities (that exist either pre-impact or are
generated through the impact process) as one of the primary factors that can influence
impact crater formation. For example, pre-existing joints or faults can influence the
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excavation of the transient cavity; the square-shape of Meteor Crater in Arizona is a result
of pre-existing structures in the target that influenced crater excavation (e.g., Shoemaker
and Kieffer 1974; Eppler et al. 1983; Poelchau et al. 2009; Watters et al. 2011). The effect
of faults and fractures on the impact process are observed for larger impact craters as well.
It has been suggested that faults and fractures generated during the expansion of the
transient cavity at the Haughton impact structure subsequently effected the cratering flow
field during crater collapse (Osinski and Spray 2005). It has been suggested that target
asymmetries (i.e., variable water depth and the thickness of the sediments) had an influence
on terrace formation during the formation of the Chicxulub impact structure (Collins et al.
2008b).
Layered target sequences (e.g., such as the two-layered targets considered in this work),
and fine-scale layering within bulk sequences have also been shown to effect crater
formation. Osinski and Spray (2005) point to the complex interplay between the inward
collapsing sedimentary layer and outward collapse of the central uplift as a possible reason
for the lack of central topographic peak at Haughton. This observation has also been made
in the numerical models conducted for Haughton by Collins et al. (2008a), and in
simulations of impacts into mixed targets conducted in Chapter 3. Discrepancies between
the numerical model and observations of the Sierra Madera impact structure (i.e., a
prediction of overturned stratigraphy and a structural depression around the uplift that are
not present in observations) have been attributed to an inability to include small-scale
heterogeneities, such as bedding planes, within the sedimentary sequence (Goldin et al.
2006). Indeed, it has been shown that target layering can have a significant influence on
crater formation. Interbedded weak and strong layers, and possibly pre-existing joints, may
have influenced the crater rim region and central uplift formation at the Serra da Canglha
impact structure (Kenkmann et al. 2011). Furthermore, Senft and Stewart (2007; 2008)
show that craters formed in layered target sequences differ significantly compared to
impact craters formed in homogenous targets. The effect of target layering (simulated via
material anisotropy) on impact crater formation was also highlighted in Chapter 2: the
inclusion of fine-scale layering within the target has a dramatic influence on crater depth
and diameter.
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Target heterogeneities in the form of pre-existing and impact generated faults and fractures,
asymmetries in target structure in different regions of the pre-impact target, and large- and
fine-scale layering can have a significant influence on all stages of the impact cratering
process. This work further highlights the effect that heterogeneities, in the form of target
layering simulated via material anisotropy and the mixed sedimentary-crystalline target
sequence, can have on the cratering flow field. The enhanced lateral movement and reduced
vertical motion observed during crater formation in mixed targets with thick sedimentary
layers results in morphological differences (i.e., larger diameter, reduced depth (Chapter
3), and enhanced stratigraphic uplift at greater radial distances from the impact site).
This work (and the larger body of work discussed in this section) provides insight into the
long-standing question of why terrestrial craters of a similar size, but formed in different
target types, are morphologically distinct. Grieve and Therriault (2004) highlight
differences between craters formed in sedimentary or mixed targets, and those formed in
purely crystalline targets. They discuss the differences in depth-diameter relations in
sedimentary and crystalline targets and the apparent lack of a topographic peak for craters
formed in thick sedimentary sequences. Our work provides some answers to why these
discrepancies arise and suggest that future numerical studies should focus their analysis on
how target heterogeneities influence the cratering flow field, and therefore how they affect
the final morphology of complex impact craters.
To summarize:
•

Our analysis of tracer particle trajectories shows that a thick sedimentary sequence
tends to enhance lateral motion of highly uplifted sediments, reduces vertical
movement in the basement layer, and increases vertical displacement (i.e.,
stratigraphic uplift) when compared against a similarly sized crater formed in a
purely crystalline target.

•

At the end of the simulation, the most highly uplifted region in the target is not
directly at the centre of the crater; rather, sediments that were displaced in the base
of the transient cavity wall during excavation flow back towards, but do not reach,
the centre of the crater.
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•

In the small impactor simulations, the tracer trajectories observed in the
sedimentary endmember resembled the trajectories observed in the large impactor
simulation into a purely crystalline target; we hypothesize that the mechanics that
govern crater formation in a purely sedimentary target (which was not analyzed in
this study) should resemble an impact into a purely crystalline target.

•

Target heterogeneities (e.g., layering) do influence the impact cratering process;
future numerical studies should consider modelling realistic target sequences (e.g.,
using the material anisotropy model introduced in Chapter 2) where appropriate to
ensure important kinematic differences are not overlooked.
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Chapter 5

5

Conclusions and Future Work
5.1
Benefits and Limitations of Modelling Impact
Crater Formation

Numerical simulations of hypervelocity impact events are a valuable tool to study the
impact cratering process. Crater formation can be studied in a laboratory using a light-gas
gun, but these experiments are limited by the mass of the projectile (e.g., up to ~100 g) and
impact velocity (up to ~6 km/s; Lexow et al. 2013); for comparison, a mid-sized complex
impact crater on Earth (D = ~20 km) would have been formed via a 1 km diameter impactor
travelling at ~15 km/s (e.g., Collins et al. 2008). Additionally, remote sensing and in-situ
observations (conducted via rover or geologist) of impact craters are both fundamental
tools used to construct theories describing the impact process, but it is often difficult to
reconstruct precise details of the event (i.e., impactor size, impact velocity, etc.). In an
attempt to confirm these theories, scientists make use of numerical simulations to
reproduce the formation of hypervelocity impact events.
There are numerous approximations that are introduced in the models that make it
challenging to reconcile results with other means of studying impact craters (i.e., laboratory
experiments, remote sensing, field observation). While iSALE is capable of modelling a
3D geometry (Collins et al. 2016), most simulations (including those presented in this
thesis) are run in a 2D, cylindrically symmetric geometry due to computational constraints.
Furthermore, the target stratigraphy is often simplified and heterogeneities (fractures,
faults, fine-layering, etc.) are generally omitted. This thesis introduces a method of
simulating weak layers within the target stratigraphy without requiring high-resolution
simulations. Accurately modelling the target sequence enables more robust comparison
between simulations and field observations of terrestrial impact structures, remote
observations of impacts on other rocky bodies, and laboratory impact experiments.
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5.2
The Effect of Target Layering on Impact Crater
Morphology
To study impact crater formation in layered targets, we first needed to develop a means of
including layers in the target sequence without significantly increasing computational
runtime. To this end, we modified the strength model of iSALE to account for anisotropic
materials (Hill 1948; Tsai and Hahn 1980; Anderson et al. 1994). Since iSALE did not
have a method of tracking layer orientation, we also implemented a method to track the
rotation of material contained in a given cell. We sought to replicate the effects of
interbedded weak layers in the target stratigraphy by adjusting the parameters used in the
anisotropic yield criterion, all while eliminating the need to use high spatial resolutions or
define complex target structures.
It was found that increasing each of the studied parameters (F, G, and N) individually
produces a shallower and larger diameter final crater relative to an impact into a
homogenous, isotropic target. However, each of the parameters had a slightly different
influence on the final morphology of the resultant crater: an increase in F (corresponding
to a decrease in strength in the direction perpendicular to the bedding planes) produces a
smaller diameter, shallower crater, and an increase in G (which corresponds to a decrease
in strength in the direction parallel to the orientation of the bedding planes) produces a
larger diameter, deeper crater, relative to an increase in N (which increases the materials
susceptibility to shear). The simulations that used the anisotropic strength model were
compared against a separate set of simulations that modelled discrete weak layers evenly
distributed in the target sequence. When the thickness of these weak layers were increased,
it was found that the final depth of the crater decreased and the diameter increased, which
correlated well with the relationship observed between crater depth/diameter and an
increase in the N parameter. We also found two sets parameters that accurately replicated
(within 10% for all analyzed crater dimensions) the results of the impact simulations which
included thin and thick weak layers distributed in the target sequence. Thus, we conclude
that the anisotropic strength model can approximate a layered target sequence without the
need for high spatial resolutions.
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With the addition of the anisotropic yield criterion to the iSALE-2D strength model, we
were able to begin to address several open questions related to impact crater formation in
layered/heterogenous target stratigraphy. Namely, we sought to answer two questions
proposed by Grieve and Therriault (2004): why do the depth-diameter relations differ for
craters formed in sedimentary targets and those formed in a purely crystalline target, and
why do some craters formed in relatively thick sedimentary sequences lack a central
topographic peak? To address these questions, a suite of simulations was created modelling
impacts into mixed target sequences with a sedimentary layer of variable thickness. We
first showed that the presence of a layered sedimentary sequence influences the cratering
flow field by promoting lateral motion of the sedimentary material and inhibiting vertical
deformation of the basement layer. The dimensions of the crater were recorded throughout
each of the simulations, and it was found that an increase in the thickness of the
sedimentary layer results in a greater diameter transient cavity and final crater.
Additionally, for thick sedimentary sequences, enhanced inward slumping of the weakened
sedimentary material drastically reduces the final crater depth. We also note that when no
sediments are present in the pre-impact stratigraphy or when a very thick sedimentary layer
is present, a central peak is formed entirely of uplifted basement material or collapsed
sedimentary material, respectively. Interestingly, no central peak is formed when an
intermediate sedimentary layer is included in the simulations; a temporary overshoot does
occur during modification, but this quickly collapses and spreads back out across the crater
floor, supporting the formation mechanism proposed by Osinski and Spray (2005) for the
Haughton impact structure.
While the previous study provided some insight into how the sedimentary layer influenced
central uplift formation in mixed targets, it did not quantitatively address how a thick
sedimentary sequence effected stratigraphic uplift (the maximum vertical uplift
experienced by material in the target; SU). Using the same set of simulations described in
the preceding paragraph (and in Section 3.2), we used two methods to visualize and
quantify SU: the SU field, which was created using the initial coordinate field introduced
in Section 2.2.1, and the trajectories of massless Lagrangian tracer particles in the target.
The SU field method indicated that the most highly uplifted material in the crystalline
target simulation was found directly in the centre of the crater, in agreement with the well-
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supported framework that describes central uplift formation. In contrary, a relatively thick
sedimentary layer results in a region of highly uplifted material at further radial distances
from the point of impact. Analyzing the trajectories of the most highly uplifted Lagrangian
tracer particles in the target, we noted that increasing the thickness of the sedimentary
sequence tended to enhance vertical displacement (i.e., SU), increase horizontal distance
travelled, and decrease vertical distance travelled. The region of high SU values observed
in the SU field at a radial distance of ~2.0 km corresponds to a subset of tracer particles
that are displaced in the wall of the transient cavity during excavation and migrate back
inwards towards the crater centre during modification. Interestingly, we note that in the
small impactor simulations, a very thick sedimentary sequence tended to show similar
results as a large impact into a purely crystalline target (i.e., less lateral, more vertical
displacement), suggesting that the kinematics of an impact into a purely crystalline or
purely sedimentary target should be similar. We conclude that SU increases with thicker
sedimentary sequences due to enhanced lateral motion of material originating near the
interface between the crystalline and sedimentary layers.

5.3

Future Work

As shown by Rae et al. (2017; Figure 8), increasing decay time and effective viscosity can
have similar effects on complex crater formation in comparison to adjusting the F, G, H,
and N parameters. Thus, we cannot necessarily decouple their relative effects. An
additional study could be conducted to more precisely determine the effect of each process
by independently setting the A. F. parameters and anisotropic strength parameters in two
sets of simulations, then comparing the results.
Previous studies have compared field observations to best fit numerical models of several
terrestrial impact structures formed in mixed target sequences, including the Chesapeake
Bay (Collins and Wünnemann 2005), Haughton (Collins et al. 2008), Mjølnir (Shuvalov et
al. 2002), Ries (Collins et al. 2008; Wünnemann et al. 2005), and Sierra Madera (Goldin
et al. 2006) impact structures. While these models do provide good matches to field
observations, there are several discrepancies that have been attributed to over-simplified or
unrealistic target sequences. For instance, Collins et al. (2008) suggest that a closer match
between the numerical models and field observations “is likely to be achieved by the
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inclusion of several important factors not considered so far, such as (a) more realistic target
representation (improved material models, additional layers with rheologic contrasts,
lateral layer thickness variations)”. Additionally, Goldin et al. (2006) suggest that
“incorporating the strength variations observed within the target stratigraphy into the
hydrocode may produce modeled results more in agreement with the observed geology”.
The work presented in Chapter 2 enables a more accurate depiction of a layered
sedimentary target sequence, which could potentially improve the agreement between
simulations and field observations. Furthermore, returning to these particular impact
structures in future studies would be beneficial since comparisons with previous
simulations would allow for further verification of the anisotropic strength model and could
possibly place better constraints on the parameters used in the Tsai-Hill yield criterion.
An oft-cited estimate for the maximum SU observed at terrestrial impact structures is
approximately one tenth the final crater diameter (Grieve et al. 1981; Grieve and Pilkington
1996; Grieve and Therriault 2004). For the Moon, estimates for the maximum SU increases
with increasing crater diameter, from one tenth (for a 20 km diameter crater) to one fifth
(for a 100 km diameter crater; Cintala and Grieve 1998) the final crater diameter. It should
be noted that there are limitations to these studies: the estimates of SU for terrestrial impact
structures were derived from only 15 and 24 impact craters (Grieve et al. 1981; Grieve and
Pilkington 1996, respectively), while the estimate for lunar craters was derived using
observational data from relatively small (<100 km transient cavity diameter) complex
craters (Cintala and Grieve 1998). Efforts have been made to find an estimate for SU for
larger lunar craters (>200 km in diameter; Potter et al. 2013) using numerical simulations,
and their results show a similar trend as for the terrestrial fit as from Grieve and Pilkington
(1996). The relation for SU for terrestrial craters has also been applied in studies of Martian
craters (e.g., Tornabene et al. 2008; Michalski and Niles 2010; Caudill et al. 2012; Quantin
et al. 2012; Hopkins et al. 2017). This thesis has shown that estimating SU becomes
challenging when considering complex target stratigraphy. Specifically, it was highlighted
in Chapter 4 that the maximum SU tended to increase, and the kinematics of the most
highly-uplifted target material tended to change (from primarily vertical to increasingly
lateral motion), with increasing sedimentary layer thickness. We suggest that future work
could refine the estimates of maximum SU, especially on other planetary bodies such as
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Mars where an estimate for stratigraphic uplift does not currently exist. Additional
numerical studies could also attempt to define a relation between SU and sedimentary layer
thickness across a wide range of crater sizes. These projects would likely benefit greatly
from a synthesis of numerical models, remote observation, and field studies.
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